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The Rev. Dr. William Augustus Muhlenberg
to the Rt. Rev. William Whittingham,
Bishop of Maryland,
March 9, 1841
Right Rev. and Dear Sir,
The more I think of the proposed branch of our institution in your diocese, the
more disposed I feel to attempt to realize it.
I believe it would operate favorably on the cause of education in various ways of,
and not the least by showing the true way of beginning a church school. I have
often wished for an opportunity of starting de novo with a few select men and
with the perfect independence as to patronage. This, it appears to me, we could
do at “Fountain Rock.” We would send out a colony of pious, intelligent,
respectable, young fellows, with Kerfoot at their head, who would care nothing
about their support, and enter upon their work con amore. They would be the
soul of the thing and gradually they would generate the body around them.

Learn more about the founding of
Saint James School in 1842.

Highlights from Saint James School’s 175-Year History
1894
First football team
is organized.

1948
The Mummers’
Society is founded.

1919
First vested choir
at Saint James.

1869

The Reverend Dr. D. Stuart
Dunnan is named Saint
James’ tenth headmaster.
Father Dunnan remains
headmaster today, having
just celebrated 25 years at
Saint James, and the School
continues to prosper under
his leadership.

The Reverend John E.
Owens is named the eighth
headmaster. During
Father Owens tenure, Saint
James enrollment grew,
coeducation took root, the
endowment expanded, and
the buildings and grounds
grew as well.

Claggett Hall is destroyed
by fire, leaving only the
stone steps, known today
as the “Senior Steps.” The
new Claggett Hall was built
on the old foundation and
opened in 1927.

Saint James re-opens with
Henry Onderdonk as the
second Saint James School
headmaster, a position he
held for 27 years.

On October 2, 1842, the
College of Saint James
opened with 14 students.
Dr. John Barrett Kerfoot
was the first headmaster.

1992

1955

1926
1842

1991
Girls were able to board
for the first time.

1864

1903

1933

1976

Saint James witnessed the
devastation of the Civil War
on our own door steps,
notably with the Battle of
Antietam and the
Confederate retreat
from Gettysburg. In 1864,
the School was forced to
close temporarily.

Adrian Holmes Onderdonk,
son of Henry, is named the
fifth headmaster of Saint
James and created an
environment that stressed
courtesy and manners,
which SJS is still known for
today.

Like the rest of the country,
the Great Depression took
its toll on Saint James.
Hagerstown Bank, which
held the School’s funds,
closed and there were
rumors the School would
close. The School treasurer
made off with $16,000 and
was later sent to jail.

In September 1976, Saint
James opened its doors for
the first time to female day
students. Five girls were in
the first graduating class in
1981.

1857
Kemp Hall was destroyed by fire,
with Dr. Kerfoot rushing in to
save students.

1896-1900
Julian Hartridge serves as the
third headmaster of Saint James.

1939-1942
Mr. James Benjamin Drake
serves as the sixth headmaster.

1900-1903
James Henry Harrison, a Saint
James alumnus, is the School’s
fourth headmaster.

1942-1955
Dr. Vernon B. Kellett (pictured
left) is the School’s seventh
headmaster.

1992-Today

1984
The Reverend Richard H. Baker,
Jr. is named the School’s ninth
headmaster. He becomes known
for his deep concern for the
faculty and student body.

The Saint James campus
has grown and changed
tremendously over the past
25 years. Buildings added
include the Owens Library
(1997), Coors Hall (1998),
Kerfoot Refectory (2001),
Holloway House (2001),
and the Barbara J. Fulton
Building (2007). The
School next looks forward to
the construction of the new
Pohanka Fine Arts Center.

Read more about the history of
Saint James School on pages 28-36
or view the interactive timeline
online at www.stjames.edu/175th
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Welcome week
In late August, we welcomed back 168 returning students and greeted 70 new
students as they began their journey as Saint James School students. Students
spent the week learning the new schedule, settling into their dorms, and
participating in fun activities.

Editor's Note
Fall is a time of change on the Saint
James School campus, and this year
I am happy to be included in those
changes. I arrived at Saint James in
August, just in time for Welcome
Week. While new students adjusted
to their surroundings, so did I,
and everybody from faculty to the
facilities staff to the students made
sure I felt at home.
I came to Saint James from the
Charles E. Smith Jewish Day School
in Rockville, MD, where I worked
in marketing and communications
for seven years. I am a western
Pennsylvania native and graduate
of Slippery Rock University. My
husband and I live in Middletown
with our two young children.
I hope you enjoy reading about the
School’s history, and I encourage you
to watch the 175th Anniversary video
if you have not had a chance to do so.
This issue of the Review also includes
profiles of some fascinating alumni,
a preview of the Pohanka Fine Arts
Center, and much more. Happy
reading!
Kimberly Dudash
Director of Communications
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Honor Code Signing
The Saint James School culture of trust and mutual respect is made possible by
an honor code to which every student and teacher agrees to adhere. Students
and faculty gathered in the Chapel on September 4 to sign the honor code.

"On my honor,
I will not lie,
steal, or cheat,
and I will report
anyone I witness
doing any of the
three."

| around campus |

Celebrating 175 Years
As a gift from the School and the Parents' Association, students and staff received special 175th Anniversary
t-shirts. Before heading off for Fall Long Weekend, everyone sported their new shirts.

Students Re-Launch School Newspaper, The Jacobite
With the addition of a new activities period this year, students have more time to explore extra-curricular activities.
A group of 35 students joined the Student Newspaper club, and along with faculty advisor Mr. Jim James, revived the
School's student newspaper. The students were excited to print their first issue in late September after working hard on
interviews, writing, photos, and layout.

Jacobite Staff
Editors-in-Chief
Mary James
Jack Walker
Layout Coordinator
Rosy Lin
Layout Hands
Chibuike DumebiKachikwu
Darcy Farrell
Bob Fu
Jee Yoon Kim

Reporters
Yousef Ali
Venus Anani
Vincent Anani
Jenny Cheng
Zach Crampton
Francine Diaz
Arianna An Gao
Peter Gralla
Roula Hammer
Lliam Horrocks
Jimmy James
Kevin Jin
Elena Johnston
Adyson Kurtz

Rachel Levasseur
Shirley Mao
Nicklas Pank
Jackson Pentony
Robert Purnell
Veronica Rodriguez
Alex Romine
Porter Spellmeyer
Alexia Tiches
Liz Worth
Kate Wu
William Wu
Mary Yu
William Zimmermann
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Saint James Receives New
SMART Boards

Saint James School received new SMART Boards at the
beginning of the year for teachers to use in enhancing
the educational experience of our students. The
acquisition of the SMART Boards was made possible
through a generous donation by Roland and Dona
Young, parents of Taylor '09. Their donation was given
in memory of Mr. Young's father. The interactive display
of the SMART Boards brings devices, software, and
lesson content together in a way that engages students in
the learning experience, and we are grateful to have these
assets in our classrooms.

The SMART Boards arrived on campus in early September.

Trip to the Newseum
Students in forms III-V traveled to Washington, D.C., to explore the Newseum's seven levels of interactive displays and
galleries. The exhibits include the 9/11 Gallery, the Berlin Wall Gallery, and the Pulitzer Prize Photographs Gallery.
The students enjoyed this educational trip, and we thank Mr. and Mrs. Armond Spikell, parents of Taylor '20, for
generously covering the entrance fee.

Photos by Chase Osinga '19.
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Saint James Celebrates Dedication of the Rocca House
The Saint James community gathered on October 29
for the site dedication of one of the new faculty duplexes
on campus. The Rocca House was made possible by a
generous donation by Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Rocca, Jr.,
grandparents of Thomas E. Rocca '13. This is one of two

new faculty townhouses near completion overlooking
the Bai Yuka and is currently housing faculty member
Mr. Michael J. Milbury and his family. We are grateful
to these generous donors for a gift that will support
generations of Saint James School faculty.

Fall Family Weekend
On October 6-8, we welcomed Saint James' families to campus to enjoy a weekend full of activities,
including mini-classes, musical performances, cheering on Saints' sports teams, and an evening social
sponsored by the Parents' Association.

Fall 2017 • Review
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Halloween at SJS

Halloween is always a festive time at Saint James. Students showed off creative costumes, transformed the
Mattingly Hall bunker into a haunted house, and had fun exploring chemical reactions at "Chemoween."

Photo by Andrew Shen '18
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Cookie Day
Exam week can certainly be a
stressful time on campus. The Saint
James Parents' Association organized
'Cookie Day' on November 15 as a
sweet treat for students in the midst
of exam week. Parent volunteers
donated dozens of cookies, which
students gratefully grabbed to re-fuel
between study time.

Members of the Saint James Chapel Choir hold up copies of their
new CD, There Is No Rose, now available in the online bookstore!

Can't make it to campus?
Check out the online bookstore!
Good news, Saints fans! You can now buy SJS swag from the bookstore
online. Check out our selection of apparel, hats, cuff links, charms,
ornaments, hand-stitched needlepoint belts, and more. Plus, you won't
want to miss the Chapel Choir's new CD, There Is No Rose. The CD includes
19 beautiful tracks recorded after Lessons and Carols
last year.
Fall 2017 • Review 9
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New Faces at SJS

Meet our new faculty and staff members, and join us in welcoming them to the Saint James community.

Dr. Ian Brauner is the new Science
Department Chair, teaching IPS,
Anatomy, and Physiology. He is also
heading up the SJS Maker Club and
is an assistant Cross Country coach.
Dr. Brauner comes to us from the
Charlotte Latin School, where he had
been teaching Biology. He holds a
BA in Psychology from Sewanee and
a PhD in Cell Biology and Anatomy
from Louisiana State University. He,
his wife, and their two daughters live
in Nelson House.

Mrs. Laurie Douglass has taken
on the role of Assistant Athletic
Director. No stranger to the campus,
her husband Ben is the Director of
Enrollment Management, and their
children are Nicholas '16 and Tessa
'19. Mrs. Douglass has coached the
Varsity Girls' Soccer team for six
years and has been an assistant coach
with Varsity Girls' Basketball team
for four years. She has a BA from
Kenyon College, where she played
soccer and basketball.

Mr. Joel Ellis has joined the English
Department faculty and is a yearbook
advisor. He has a BA in English
from the University of the South,
Sewanee, and is completing his
MA at Middlebury. After two years
as a technical writer, he has been
teaching English and SAT/ACT
prep at Darlington School in Rome,
Georia. He is married to Mrs.
Katherine Ellis, and they are living
in Ferguson House.

Mrs. Katherine Ellis is the new
English Department Chair. She is
also a Varsity Cross Country coach.
Mrs. Ellis has a BA in English
from Sewanee and a MA from
Middlebury College. She is a native
Washingtonian, having graduated
from National Cathedral School.
Mrs. Ellis had been teaching at the
Darlington School for the last seven
years, and prior to that she taught at
Sandy Spring Friends.

Mr. Camilo Fiore is a new
addition to our Foreign Language
Department, teaching Spanish II.
He also coaches JV Volleyball and
JV Lacrosse. Mr. Fiore has a BA
in Spanish and Latin American
Literature, Language, and Culture
from George Washington University.
Prior to Saint James, he spent three
years teaching English as a Foreign
Language in Colombia. Mr. Fiore
is also a classical trombonist, having
toured internationally.

Mr. Alexander Gould is teaching
III and IV Form English and
is a JV Boys' Soccer coach. Mr.
Gould earned his BA in English
from Davidson College. While at
Davidson, he served as a Resident
Advisor for three years, and he has
also served as a camp counselor at
Camp Willow Springs in North
Carolina and as an intern at the St.
Paul's Advanced Studies Program in
New Hampshire. He is Dorm Head
in Onderdonk.
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Mr. Robert Harry is our new fulltime Director of College Counseling.
Mr. Harry has a BA in English
Literature from the University
of Virginia and a MEd from the
University of Cambridge in England.
He served as the American University
Placement Director at the Oundle
School in England for six years,
and most recently as the Associate
Director of College Counseling
at the Battle Ground Academy in
Franklin, Tennessee. He lives in
Claggett.

Mr. Warner "Jim" James has
returned to Saint James to serve as
an Assistant Director of Enrollment
Management. Mr. James taught at
Saint James from 2010 to 2015, and
was most recently the Headmaster at
Trinity School in Frederick. He has
previous admissions experience at
Cape Code Academy and the Breck
School in Minneapolis. His wife,
Anne, also teaches at Saint James and
children Mary '19 and Jimmy '21 are
current SJS students (with son Chris
coming next year).

Ms. Charlotte La Nasa is our new
Drama Director. She will direct
or produce five main stage shows
each year, including the recent
production of 12 Angry Jurors and
the upcoming Scripts, a new series of
student written and directed plays.
Ms. La Nasa received her BA in
History from Sewanee, with a minor
in Shakespeare and Theater Studies.
She has extensive experience with
prestigious theater internships in
New York, focusing on directing and
play writing.

Mr. Michael Milbury is the new
Mathematics Department Chair. Mr.
Milbury teaches AP Calculus BC,
Linear Algebra, and Geometry, and
is a Wrestling coach. He received his
BA in Mathematics and a MEd from
the University of New Hampshire.
He has been teaching math for more
than 20 years, most recently at the
Rabun-Gap-Nacoochee School in
Georgia. He, his wife Stephanie, and
their two children live in the Rocca
House in the new duplex.

Ms. Catherine Miller comes to
Saint James School from Blair
Academy and graduated from
Lafayette College with a BA in
English and History. She had
previously been working at the
Culver Academies, where she had
been serving as an English Intern.
Ms. Miller is teaching III and IV
form English. She lives in Coors and
is an assistant coach on the Girls'
Soccer and Lacrosse teams.

Ms. Taylor Simpson is teaching
Spanish II and Spanish III. Ms.
Simpson received her BA in
Spanish and International Studies
from Virginia Tech, with a minor
in Diversity and Community
Engagement. She has studied abroad
in both Costa Rica and Spain, where
she spent one summer at UVA's
language institute in Valencia and the
second semester at the Universidad
de Oviedo. She lives in Holloway.

continued on pg. 12 
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 New Faculty (continued from pg. 11)

Mrs. Maria Stewart is teaching
Algebra II, Math Analysis, and PreCalculus. She is also assisting Mrs.
Stowe with the Chapel Choir. Mrs.
Stewart joins us from St. John's
Catholic Prep, where she taught for
16 years. She was also an adjunct
professor in the math department at
Frederick Community College. She
has a BA in Mathematics and a MEd
from the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County. She commutes
from her home in Sharpsburg.

Dr. Jason Weibel is a new addition
to the Science Department, teaching
Physics, AP Physics, Linear Algebra,
and AP Chemistry. He has a BS in
Chemistry and Engineering from
North Carolina State University, a
MS in Chemistry from Wake Forest
University, and a PhD in Chemistry
from Carnegie Mellon University.
Dr. Weibel had been teaching
Chemistry at Shenandoah University.
He and his wife, Dr. Rebeeca
Connor, are parents of Dylan '19.

Mr. Greg Wilson started at Saint
James in the spring, serving as
Assistant Director of Development
& Alumni Relations. He came to
us from Georgetown University,
where he was the Manager of Student
Resources at the Career Education
Center. He has a BS in Biology and
a MS in Organizational Development
from Shippensburg University, and
he also worked for the Peace Corps
for a year.

Fitting to have a 'Barr' Back as Athletic Director

Scott Barr '78 takes the helm as A.D., a position his father, Dave Barr, held for many years.
Scott Barr ’78 is proving the
statement “you can’t go home
again” is not true. Barr took over
as the Saints Athletic Director
in September when Jim Fahey
departed, returning to his
childhood home and high school
alma mater. Barr is the son of
Dave Barr, who served as a Saint
James teacher, coach, and athletic
director from 1948-1994. Barr
said growing up on campus was idyllic, and he loved
watching the Saint James teams in action.
“My two sisters and I agree it was a special childhood,”
he said.
It was his love for the school that brought him back.
“Saint James is a special place that does a lot of good for
young people,” he said. “It’s part of who I am, and so when
the opportunity presented itself, I was at a time in my life
where I felt I could step in and help.”
Barr and his wife, Alice, are the parents of two Saint
James alumni, Jordan ’09 and Ellen ’10. He has found his
perspective as a parent to be helpful in his new role.
12
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“I recognize the value that sports play here. The students
have busy schedules, and sports can serve as stress relief
and they allow for social interaction,” he said. “It’s where
friendships are made.”
He also knows the ebb and flow of the academic schedule
which allows him to counsel coaches on when students may
need a break.
Barr was a stand-out athlete while at Saint James, playing
football, soccer, basketball, and baseball, and he went on
to play basketball at Johns Hopkins University. He believes
athletics play a significant role on campus.
“The sports component is an extension of the
classroom,” he said. “It teaches you life lessons – how to
deal with adversity, how to work in a team, and how to pick
yourself up after you are knocked down.”
Barr is excited about the future of athletics at Saint
James, and is honored to carry on the legacy of his father.
“He was my hero, and now that I’m in the job I
admire him even more. He taught five classes, was an
administrator, a disciplinarian, and a father figure to so
many on campus,” he said. “I have no idea how he did it.
I hope to achieve a fraction of what he did, and if I do, I’ll
be a success.”

| around campus |

Familiar Faces in New Roles
We are fortunate to have several seasoned Saint James veterans take on new responsibilities.

Mr. Marc Batson
Assistant Headmaster

In his 18 years at Saint
James, Mr. Batson has held
many roles, including teacher,
coach, Dean of Students,
and college counselor. As
Assistant Headmaster, he feels
he is better able to appreciate
everyone's role because he has
experienced many different aspects of the School.
Mr. Batson has had a busy start to the school year,
launching Blackbaud (the new student information
system), creating an online system for selling course
books, and working with Ms. Sherman to develop a
formalized observation process for teachers.
“That’s been a lot of fun. Even after 22 years of
teaching, I always pick up tips from watching other
teachers,” he said.
He also helped to implement schedule changes for
this year, including adding an activities period and
eliminating winter exams, which allows for alternate
types of assessment, such as project-based assessments.
Mr. Batson also continues to teach AP English. “I love
teaching. It’s the highlight of my day.”

Mr. Steve Lachut
Dean of Students

Mr. Lachut is in his seventh
year at Saint James, serving as
the Assistant Athletic Director
before taking on the role of
Dean of Students this year. He
is also the Claggett Hall dorm
head and head coach of the
Varsity Wrestling and Lacrosse
teams. A Buffalo, NY native,
Mr. Lachut taught history in Washington County Public
Schools before coming to Saint James.
"The Saint James mission of creating 'leaders for good'

Ms. Jennifer Sherman
Dean of Faculty
Ms. Sherman has been a
fixture on the Saint James
campus for 25 years. Ms.
Sherman had been Chair
of the Foreign Language
Department until she was
appointed Dean of Faculty
this year, a position new to the
school. With the retirement this past year of Mr. Collin,
Mr. Meehan, and Ms. Pollock, Ms. Sherman was set to
become "Senior Master" of the faculty. However, it was
determined by Father Dunnan that in order to meet the
needs of a growing faculty, a Dean of Faculty position
needed to be created. Ms. Sherman has stepped into
the role, in addition to serving as librarian and teaching
Spanish IV and AP Spanish. In her new role, she is in
charge of the faculty mentorship program, which ensures
each new teacher has a veteran mentor, and she also
observes teachers in the classroom to provide feedback.
"I've really enjoyed having the excuse and opportunity to
get to know my colleagues on a deeper level," she said.

resonates with me. I think we do a great job of building
well-rounded adults that contribute to our society," he
said.
As Dean of Students, Mr. Lachut oversees the
residential life program, student and weekend activities,
and serves as disciplinarian.
"It's been nice to get to know students I wouldn't
normally get to know in my role with athletics, specifically
day students, younger students, and girls," he said. "I get
to interact with them more than I would have before."
Mr. Lachut says he is working hard at building
relationships with students in order to maintain the
culture of respect and civility that makes Saint James
unique.

Fall 2017 • Review
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Spotlight on the Board of Trustees
The Saint James Board of Trustees has new leadership and welcomes three new members.

2017-2018 BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Adm. USN Ret. James L. Holloway, III '39
President Emeritus

The Saint James Board of Trustees is comprised of alumni, parents of
alumni, donors, and other friends of Saint James School, and is the
School's primary governing body. The School is grateful for the leadership
of these individuals whose work ensures the School can carry out its mission
today and in the future. We would like to acknowledge outgoing Board
Chairman, L. Luddington Sells '60, for his 21 years as a Trustee. He has
been elected President Emeritus and will continue to help the School
flourish. We welcome new Board Chairman, Geoffrey P. Pohanka '76,
whose term began in July. We look forward to his continued leadership and
service. Meet the three new members of the Board of Trustees.

Mr. L. Luddington Sells '60
President Emeritus

Mrs. Elizabeth “Betsy” Day is the parent of five Saint
James School alumni: Laura Day Turner ’99, Breann Day
Sanford ’03, Robert Wilson ’06, Bethanne Wilson ’09,
and Meredith Day ’17. Mrs. Day has served as a nonprofit
executive for more than 35 years, and brings extensive
experience in fundraising, strategic planning, marketing,
board governance, and a perspective as a 20+ year parent. Mrs.
Day has served as President and CEO of The Community Foundation of
Frederick County for over 20 years. She is married to Michael Day and
resides in Middletown, MD.

Ms. Maria Karos '82

Mr. B. Mark Dickinson '80 graduated from Saint James
School in 1980, and is the father of two Saint James School
alumni: Breese Dickinson, IV ’14 and Louise Dickinson
‘16. Mr. Dickinson received his BS from Washington &
Lee’s School of Commerce before earning his JD from
the University of Maryland, School of Law. He has his own
law and real estate brokerage businesses, and brings legal and
real estate expertise to the Board, as well as a love for Saint James School
as an alumnus and parent. He is married to Miriam “Mimi” Maechling
Dickinson and resides in Hagerstown, MD.

The Rt. Rev. Eugene Taylor Sutton (ex-officio)
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Maryland

Mr. Mark Fulton '85 graduated from Saint James
School in 1985, and is the parent of SJS alumnae Grace
Fulton ’15, and Claire Fulton ‘17. Mr. Fulton received
his undergraduate degree in Economics from James
Madison University. He serves as Vice-President of Retail
Operations for AC&T Company, a petroleum distributor
and convenience store retailer owned by the Fulton family.
For the last 20 years, he has overseen the retail operations of AC&T’s
convenience store group. He is married to Ann Fulton and resides in
Hagerstown, MD.
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Mr. Henry B. Davenport, III '54
Mrs. Ann C. Davis
Board Secretary
Mrs. Elizabeth Day
Mr. Mark Dickinson '80
The Rev. Dr. D. Stuart Dunnan (ex-officio)
Mr. Gerardo Fernandez Mena '83
Mr. Mark A. Fulton '85
Mr. Robert H. Garner '69
Dr. David J. Ludwick
Mr. John M. Mattingly '58
Mr. Joseph S. Pajer
Mr. Geoffrey P. Pohanka '76
Board President and Chairman
The Rev. Dr. Walter L. "Chip" Prehn
Mr. Tod P. Salisbury '70
Vice Chairman of the Board
Mr. Adam G. Shampaine '97
Mr. Stockton N. Smith

Mr. Stuart E. Teach
Mr. J. Parker Turner, IV '02
The Revd. Robert G. Windsor '65
Mrs. Dona D. Young
Board Treasurer
Alumni Council Representative
Mr. George "Geordie" C. Newman, III '93
Parents' Association Representative
Mrs. Sabina Spicher
TRUSTEE EMERITI
Mr. Philip D. Caraci
The Revd. Milo G. Coerper
Mr. Adna B. Fulton
Mr. Robert E. Lee, IV
Mr. John S. McIntyre, Jr. '58
Dr. George C. Newman, II
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Olson
Dr. George R. Reinhart '60
Mr. John D. Worthington, IV '69
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Saint James' Very Own Shakespeare
She may not be done with high school, but Alexia Tiches '18 has written and published her own play, Grace
Will Lead Me Home. Ned Bai '18 sat down with Alexia for an interview about the playwrighting process.
Ned Bai: What inspired you to write an entire play?
Alexia Tiches: I always distract myself with projects. In
3rd form I wrote a book, and over the summer before 4th
form year, I attended some summer classes at BU. One of
the classes was creative writing and I knew I wanted to do
another project. So I just kind of wrote it.
N: Talk about your experience with the Saint James
Mummers' Society? How has your work here at School
participating in theater productions furthered your
understanding and influence of your own playwriting?
A: I tried out for the spring musical my 2nd form year
because I was too scared to try out for the play. I got
in, even though singing isn't my strong suit and loved
it. I loved being stressed and being a part of something
bigger than myself. The next year I got a principal part
in Midsummers Night Dream and that's when I knew I loved
Shakespeare. It boosted my confidence and inspired me to
learn more about theater.
N: Give us a little insight into the play: What’s it about?
What are some of the central themes?
A: The play is about a non-autobiographical girl, Grace,
who goes on an adventure to save her mom. Grace tries
to find a cure for cancer, and the only way to do so is to
find a fantastical solution. The central theme is to accept
reality and not try to continue to escape from it. That's
something I've been trying to do.
N: How long did you work on it? Did you have any help?
A: I wrote it in the summer going into 4th form year, and
finished it in the fall. That entire year, Mr. Collin and I
spent a period every Friday going through it and editing
it. He helped me make query letters and find publishers to
send my play to. I wouldn’t have been able to do anything
without him.
N: What were some of the highlights when you wrote the
play? Any moments and/or experiences that stand out
to you?
A: I guess the most memorable moment was when I hit
the send button on my email and sent my play to the set of
publishers. I worked on it for over a year and the sense of
completeness and satisfaction was immense.

N: How did you reach out to
publishers? What were some of
your experiences in dealing and
communicating with real life
professionals?
A: I sent my play to all the
publishers that Mr. Collin
has worked with. It made me
feel really small because I
realized that there was a whole
other world, bigger and more
experienced, than my world at Saint James. When I'd get
rejected, and I got rejected a lot, I felt awful, worse than
any failed test, because I put so much time into it and
sending it out in the world was just scary.
N: How did you finally get your play published?
A: I was coming back from rehearsal of the one act play
and I was complaining to Mr. Collin about my lack of
response. Then I went back to my dorm and checked my
email. All the email said was, we want to publish your
play. It was so simple but so effective; I couldn't even
breathe I was so happy.
N: What are some things you would want to say and
advise future aspiring playwrights?
A: Don’t stop trying. I know it’s really cliché. Everyone
says that the most famous writers failed at one time. I’m
not saying I’m Hemmingway, but at one time I thought
two years of work would be for nothing.
N: What are your next steps with this play? Will you
produce it?
A: I don’t know if I’ll produce it or not, it’s not my
decision. The future of my play is not in my hands now. If
someone wants to put it on, then that’ll be amazing, but
now I just wait and see how my play does out in the world
by itself.
N: Do you plan to pursue this in the future? Will you
major or focus on visual arts and theater in college?
A: I plan to continue theater in college. I don’t know what
I want to pinpoint my studies on in college, but I know
I want to continue writing, whether it’s plays or books. I
know that I want to continue in the arts.
Fall 2017 • Review
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Mummers' Society: Twelve Angry Jurors
This year's fall play, Twelve Angry Jurors, told the story of
12 men and women who are locked in a jury room and
forced to arrive at a unanimous conclusion on the fate
of a 16-year old accused of murder.
To create the intimate setting of a jury room, the
play took place in the larger dance studio with the

audience seated on risers. The boiling tensions and
explosive dialogue inside the jury room demonstrated
the students' commitment to their roles. The original
story of “Twelve Angry Men” by Reginald Rose has
seen countless iterations, including this Saint James'
production of Twelve Angry Jurors.
CAST

Guard........................................... Tim Xu
Foreman............................ Jimmy James
Juror Two.............................. Nash Pena
Juror Three.......................Parker Tribble
Juror Four........................... Jack Walker
Juror Five.............................Ben Couling
Juror Six...................................Nade Bai
Juror Seven.....................Christa Bartlett
Juror Eight........................Olivia Windle
Juror Nine..............Nicholas Sattlecker
Juror Ten..........................Nikolai Forrest
Juror Eleven.........................Peter Gralla
Juror Twelve...................Amanda Reyes

CREW

Venus Annani, Liam Horrick, Alena
Johnston, Jee Yoon Kim, Maggie
McFillen, Jennifer Nguyen, Veronica
Rodriguez, Rodrigo Tejado, Victoria
Vando
Director: Charlotte La Nasa
Set Design/Technical Director:
Jeremy MacDonald
Stage Manager: Chase Osinga
Asst. Stage Manager: Jared Zhang
Program/Publicity Design: Bob Fu
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Geoffrey Pohanka '76 at the site dedication in October.

Building the Future of Fine Arts
at Saint James School
Pohanka Fine Arts Center will accommodate the School's thriving and growing arts program.
More Saint James students are
actively engaged in the arts than ever
before in the School’s history, and
the Cotton Building and Alumni
Hall are bursting at the seams with
programs in studio art, music,
theater, and dance. To accommodate
for the growth of the arts and to
allow for expansion of current
offerings, Saint James School is set to
begin construction on the Pohanka
Fine Arts Center, a 22,000-square
foot three-story building with an
anticipated cost of $6-7 million.
“We aren’t currently providing
enough space for the arts. Those
programs are much more important
than even 10 years ago, and I give
credit to my colleagues for that,” said
18
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Father Dunnan. “So now we need to
help tell that story architecturally.”
The state-of-the art center will
be located behind Claggett Hall,
and will hold the art and music
programs.
“It’s right on the academic axis, so
it’s easier for students and teachers
to access,” said Father Dunnan. “It
will be a real anchor building that
expresses in a way everyone can see
what we care about.”
The building is named for lead
donors Geoffrey Pohanka '76 and
his wife, Anne Kline. Pohanka
gave remarks at the building’s site
dedication on October 29, noting
the importance of the arts in
education and the significance of its

location on campus.
“It is fitting that our fine arts
center be built here on the beautiful
Bai Yuka. It is here that the water
emerges from the earth and begins
its long journey to the sea and
eventually to all parts of the globe,”
Pohanka said. “Similarly, students
depart Saint James to distant parts,
and it is my hope that our new fine
arts center will benefit them and help
make their lives more fulfilling.”
The Pohanka Fine Arts Center will
include a concert hall for recitals,
three artist studios; a gallery; seven
practice rooms; and seven teacher
studios, where instructors will help
students. It also will have a classroom
and a choir-rehearsal room.
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Front view of the Pohanka Fine Arts Center.

Stone terrace overlooking the Bai Yuka.

Stage view of the recital hall.

Performance view of the recital hall.

Linda Morgan Stowe, Fine
Arts Department Chair, has been
instrumental in researching and
making recommendations that
will meet the needs of the School’s
growing program.
“We want people to walk in and be
drawn into the building,” she said.
“The new building will be more
open, have more space to display art,
and will have an outdoor terrace.”
Stowe noted the building will
include an advanced studio for AP
students, a digital media lab, and
a 3D art studio; none of which the
School has now.
“We need to have enough space
for various art disciplines,” she said.

“It will allow for more mixed media
projects, like printmaking; we’ll
have a digital media lab for students
interested in photography; and our
advanced students will also have
more space to do their work.”
Currently, art, theater, and music
are in the Cotton Building, with
dance in Alumni Hall. When the
new building is complete, theater
will stay in Cotton, with additional
space reconfigured to enhance those
programs. The dance studio will
move to Cotton, making more room
for fitness and athletics in Alumni
Hall.
It is a significant investment in the
arts at Saint James, and the School

is fortunate to have many generous
donors give their support.
“We’ve had tremendous support
for this building. We still have about
one million left to go, so I hope
those who want to support the arts
will step forward and do so,” said
Father Dunnan. “It’s also helpful
if we over-raise so we have some
endowment to maintain the building
in the future.”
The School is working with
Callas Contractors and MSB
Architects, both of Hagerstown,
and construction is expected to get
underway soon. Excitement for the
arts at Saint James School is certainly
building.
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A Tribute to
David I. Barr
Mr. Dave Barr, long-time Saint James coach, Athletic
Director, and faculty member, died on September 6,
2017 at the age of 92. Mr. Barr spent half of his life on
the Saint James campus, playing an integral role in the
lives of so many students that he taught, mentored, and
coached.
After graduating from Dartmouth College in 1948, Mr.
Barr arrived at Saint James to serve as the School’s head
football coach. He coached football from 1948 to 1973,
baseball from 1948 to 1954 and was Saint James’ Athletic
Director from 1965 to 1993. He also taught a variety
of classes, including Mathematics, History, English and
Spanish. Mr. Barr retired in 1994.
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“Saint James has been my life,” Barr said in an
interview prior to his retirement. “It’s been a great
place to raise a family. Everything is peaceful, quiet, and
tranquil.”
Mr. Barr and his wife Betty, who worked at Saint James
for 38 years, raised their three children — Marsha, Ruth
and Scott (Saint James’ new AD) on the School’s campus,
in addition to serving as surrogate parents to thousands
Saint James students throughout the years.
Mr. Barr’s devotion and work ethic developed the
strong athletic program we have today, but it is his
kindness and integrity that so many will remember.
Mr. Barr leaves us, but here, his legacy lives on.
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Teacher, Coach, Mentor, and Friend
A Tribute to Dave Barr by Charles "Chick" Meehan '65
In September of 1960, I was a 13-year old little boy when
I came to Saint James and I met Mr. Barr on the first day.
My parents immediately liked him. I wonder why—my
father was an Army colonel and Dave was a Marine veteran.
The next day my first class was English with Mr. Barr. He
is going through everyone’s name and he comes to Meehan
and he says, “Meehan, there is a famous football coach
named Chick Meehan.” So, I have been known as Chick
ever since. I loved that man right away. Most people don’t
know my real name is Charles. And in my teaching career I
loved giving nicknames.
Dave and Betty were my second parents; they will
continue to be so forever. In my younger years, he was my
teacher, coach, advisor, counselor, and disciplinarian, and
then later my mentor, colleague, fellow coach, and most of
all one of my most cherished friends. He is my son, Sean’s,
godfather, a title he took very seriously. There would be
something I wanted Sean to do, and of course, he did not
want to. So, I will tell Dave and a couple of days later Sean
would come home and say he was going to do it. I would
ask why and he said, “Mr. Barr thought it was a good idea.”
Dave would tell me when I did things right, but more
importantly, he would tell me in a very gracious manner
when I did something wrong. What a great mentor he was
for me. I will tell you two great coaching stories.
The first one is the Randolph-Macon football game. We
were undefeated going into the game, and we were winning
20-0 at halftime. Randolph-Macon came back and scored
22 straight points. Near the end of the game, we got the
ball back to hopefully drive and win the game. But Dave
Barr, every time we got past the 50-yard line, he would say
it’s four-down territory, meaning he didn’t want to kick a

field goal. So, we drive the ball down, and it’s 4th down
and we were at the 18-yard line. I decided to kick a field
goal and I sent the team in. Dave Barr calls time out and
asks me what I’m doing. And you know, Coach Barr didn’t
swear that much but he said every word in the book and said
it was the dumbest decision I ever made. He said he [the
field goal kicker] can’t make it, this is the dumbest play, and
I can’t believe you’re going to do this. So, Dave and Casey
(assistant coach) go down the sideline as far away from me
as they can get. The ball is kicked, it’s the only time in my
life the clock seemed to stop, but the field goal was good.
The next thing I know, Dave is running down and gives me
a big hug yelling, “great call, great call!”
And the next story, we were playing Berkeley Springs and
had 3rd down and 24 to go. And I didn’t know what play
to run, so I asked Dave. He said run off tackle right. I said
you’ve got to be kidding, we need 24 yards. We don’t have a
lot of plays in the playbook for 24 yards, so I said OK. And
darn if Brian Treweek didn’t run 24 yards and one foot.
And Dave says, “I think I should be offensive coordinator,
you don’t know what you’re talking about.” So, for the rest
of the year, if I was stuck on a play I would ask Dave what
play I should run, and it would work every time. And he
would wink at me and say, “I told you I should be offensive
coordinator.” And it worked all year.
I cannot measure the impact Dave Barr has had on my
life and will continue to do so. He would tell me all the
time, when I was young “Take good care of Kathy!” and
when I got older, “Save for your retirement!” and when I
told him I was retiring “Make sure you travel!”
Thank you, Dave Barr. I love you.
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A Homily Preached at the Requiem for David I. Barr
By the Revd. Dr. D. Stuart Dunnan
Saint James Chapel

“People were bringing little children to him in order that he might touch them . . .”
(Mark 10.13)

In nominee . . .
We are met of course to celebrate
the life, appreciate the gift, and pray
for the soul of Dave Barr, who has
loomed large in our life at Saint James
since he first came to this campus in
the fall of 1948, which is just shy of
70 years ago.
And here let me acknowledge that
this is not a tragic occasion. There is
a feeling of loss, for his children and
grandchildren especially, and for so
many more, but all of us who have
visited him over these last two years
know that his time to move on was
near, and that he has wanted to be
with Betty for some time. He was also
very ill and not himself physically, so
anxious to be whole again.
Indeed, like many who have lived
long and faithful lives and who have
loved deeply and significantly with
their lives, he was living in two worlds
at the same time, both in this and the
next, already talking to Jesus. And
he never stopped talking to Betty,
and I am sure that she never stopped
talking to him. In fact, as we heard,
his children got a glimpse of the
afterlife in Dave’s hospital room two
nights before he died when he was
speaking to people in that room with
him whom he could see but they could
not.
There is a wonderful print
depicting the priest lifting the host
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at the Eucharist with all of heaven
opening above and before him that
used to hang over the vesting table in
the sacristies of my youth reminding
us just how close heaven is to us, how
near Our Lord and all his saints who
love us, so how full the life which
waits for us, the life that Dave knows
now. This is why we gather at this
altar to be with Christ, to be at that
door which his sacrifice of himself has
opened for us, to pray for Dave as he
crosses that threshold “as one we love,
but see no longer.”
In the Gospel passage we just
heard, St. Mark tells that wonderful
story of Our Lord blessing the little
children who come to him despite
the objections of his disciples. And
this story is particularly appropriate
for Dave for two reasons. First, we
see in Our Lord’s desire to bless the
children and to touch them so much
of how Dave touched us – always
physically with a hug and a kiss, and
really, with great joy and palpable
affection. Secondly, we are reminded
of Dave’s own child-like nature, his
loving response to life and to all
around him, which gave him great
power to include, encourage, and
heal as he lived his life amongst us.
This is why he was such a wonderful
coach and teacher, husband, father,
and grandfather, mentor, colleague,
and friend. He touched us with

something of the love of God. He
supported us, believed in us, cared
for us. And it was never an either/or
equation for him; it was always a both/
and. It was always about us, and never
about him.
And even in the “old days” before
my time when Saint James was a
real boys’ school and a more “rough
and tumble” place, and Dave had
the unenviable role of “school
disciplinarian,” he always engaged
directly and honestly with the students
as he responded to their good and bad

| in memorium|
behaviors. He played no ego games
with them or with his colleagues. And
he was loved for this, respected and
admired, even by those who tested
him.
Just think about his coaching.
He was a tremendous athlete in his
own right and a gifted coach who
transformed athletics at Saint James,
but because he was at Saint James,
always playing against the odds, he
lost many games. But he won more
than anybody else could, and he never
left. He never went on to some power
house school to build his personal
record; instead, to his great credit, he
stayed with his athletes, even that first
girls’ basketball team that he coached
with Eddie Hoyer. He stayed with his
school because he knew that he was
needed.
Given his gifts, he was a remarkably
humble man who never bragged about
himself or pursued his own agenda.
Rather, he taught his students and
coached his players with enthusiasm,
and he delighted in their successes.
His concern was always for them: “Are
you all right? Do you understand?
You can do it, Buddy. We can win."
Even at the end of his life when I
would visit Dave at Diakon, I could
never get him to talk about himself;
he would only ask about me, and ask
about the school. “How is school,
Father? How are you doing? I love
you. Thank you so much for coming!”
And let’s be honest: he did much
more for me than I ever did for him.
In fact, it is not an overstatement to
say that I would not be standing in
this pulpit 26 years after I met him, if
it were not for Dave and Betty Barr.
And I am sure that he did much the
same for you.
In his epistle, St. John reminds us,
“See what love the Father has given us,
that we should be called children of
God; and that is what we are.” (1 John
3.1-2)
Dave knew this. He knew this about

himself, and he knew this about us
too. This is why he was so open to
loving us so fully - with all the joy of a
child, even a child of 92.
And this is why he taught and
coached his students here so
effectively, establishing such a personal
connection: he understood teenagers.
He knew that they are greatly tempted
to reject the gratitude, humility, and
vulnerability of their childhoods
in their desperate need to grow
up, so frustrated by every obstacle
or expectation, and angry at all in
authority over them.
But he just broke through all that
adolescent angst and told them how
great they were: “Love you, Buddy.
All right, Tiger-roo! Great pass; great
touchdown; awesome job!”
Miss Sherman tells the story of a boy
whom Dave was tutoring in the library
long after he had retired. After several
sessions with Dave, the boy was doing
much better in his Algebra class, and
feeling pretty good about himself.
He even told Miss Sherman that he
thought that Mr. Barr really liked him.
“He calls me Biddy-Buddy.”
There is a reason why Dave called
everybody “Buddy.” It’s because we
were. We were all of us his friends,
and there were too many of us to
remember all of our names all of the
time. I myself was “Father Buddy”
most of the time, and not infrequently
Father Owens, which was of course
a great compliment. He also made
no distinctions between us: he loved
us all enthusiastically – from the
youngest to the oldest, the poorest to
the richest, the most challenged to the
most gifted. He loved us as God loves
us: each of us and all of us, when and
how we needed him.
So, here is my point: we don’t have
to be afraid for Dave. Christ knows
his own, those who love and follow
him. The shepherd knows his sheep.
We can also see in Dave and remember
when we think of him just how much

Christ

uses others to love us: to hug and
kiss us, to tell us how great we are, to
be more interested in us than they
are in themselves, even when they
themselves are suffering from the loss
and pain which comes with old age.
But here is the question which Our
Lord himself would ask us: wouldn’t
it be wonderful if we all could live
for love more fully, just as Dave did?
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we all
could forget what we are angry about,
how others have disappointed us, and
just build that bridge and get over it?
If only we all could be more like him:
more grateful, humble, loyal, and
vulnerable, more bravely the children
of God, and thus more open to the
love of God, so that he might use us
more powerfully to show his love to
others?
For surely then we would not have to
wait for heaven as Dave did. Heaven
would be here with us now, and the
love of Christ would surround and fill
our lives with all the joy and peace that
he intends for us.
Amen.
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Remembering

Spence William Perry
Spence Perry, former Saint James faculty member and Trustee, passed
away on Saturday, November 11, after a courageous battle with cancer. He
is survived by his wife of 28 years, Cinda Brandenburg Perry, and two
sons, Dale and Tom.
Mr. Perry had a distinguished career as a private sector and Federal
lawyer and Naval Officer. Upon his retirement, Saint James was fortunate
to have him join our faculty, teaching Political Economy and U.S. History
from 1997 through June 2001. He then served as a Trustee from August
2001 until June 2013.
In his homily at Mr. Perry's funeral, Father Dunnan said, "I ask
that each of us try, now that he is no longer with us, to be as humble,
thoughtful, generous, and maybe even just a little bit as interesting – and
as interested - as he was."
Read Father Dunnan's full homily: www.stjames.edu/Perry

A Great Teacher with a Good Soul
In a letter to Father Dunnan, Tim Bearese '01 shares fond memories of Mr. Perry's influence.
I was so sad to hear the news of Mr. Perry’s passing; he
was such a good soul who taught a fantastic class. I write
you now to share some brief remembrances of “Spence.”
I came to his class unexpectedly. I can’t recall what it
was that I was expecting nor what drew me to his class,
but what I do remember is the surprising joy at his
introducing us to a new (to me at least) way of viewing the
world. He taught us about the theory behind regulation,
the civic duty of the individual in society, and the rule
of law. I particularly remember one lecture where he
solemnly expected us all “to play a part in the excitement
of our time.” Also remarkable was a lesson on editorial
bias in journalism and the value of avoiding the false
appearance of neutrality. He also spoke about the dangers
having a work cellphone could pose to a restful life
outside of work (a lesson I would not appreciate nor fully
understand for years). His class was the most practical
history class I’ve ever taken.
A unique and sardonic voice, his flair for wit and
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humor was matched in distinction only by his fashion
choices. His sarcasm was paired with his earnest
enthusiasm for his subject and his avuncular kindness
toward those of us lucky enough to share our mornings
with him.
I recently learned that we were his last class of students
at Saint James. My senior year was all the richer for
catching him before he left. At the time I didn’t know
what to make of him (i.e., his wardrobe, his voice, his
lessons) but, in hindsight, I have nothing but fond
gratitude for him.
Also, the fact that I am a government lawyer who
subscribes to the Times (Spence was responsible for
my first newspaper subscription) in order to be a
better citizen makes me think I might have been more
influenced than I realized…
I’m saddened by the loss to his family and to the Saint
James community.
RIP, Mr. Perry.

Part II: Tom Arms '67
Journalist and Entrepreneur Shares Unique
Perspective on Current Affairs
In the Spring 2017 issue of the Review, we introduced
you to Tom Arms '67, an American expat who has been
writing and broadcasting on world affairs from London
for nearly half a century. He has been a diplomatic
correspondent, foreign editor, European correspondent,
editor, and founded and ran an international news agency
for 25 years. His books include “The Encyclopedia of the
Cold War,” “The Falklands Crisis,” and “World Elections

1. After selling FENS in
2012, you “retired” (for
two weeks) before founding
lookaheadnews.com with an
old SJS classmate, Lockwood
Phillips ’67. What inspired you
to found LookAhead?
In my final days at FENS, I
started thinking that the general
public deserved an abridged
version of FENS and that the
best vehicle for reaching the
public was via television and its
internet equivalents. I started
with a weekly ten-minute
program for an Africa-wide cable
news channel.
Then came Lockwood. We
stumbled across each other
on the internet. That turned
into a catch-up phone call and
that turned into thinking of
something we can do together.
Lockwood inherited a newspaper
in North Carolina called the
Carteret County News Times and
added two talk radio stations to it
(WTKF and WJNC). He is also
a past president of the National
Newspaper Association.

On File.” Through his experience, Arms has developed
a unique perspective on our world today. When we left
off with Part I, Arms sold Future Events News Service
(FENS), which he founded with his wife Eileen (a former
U.S. diplomat). Part II picks up with Arms beginning his
next adventure, LookAheadNews.com.
The interview is available in its entirety at
www.stjames.edu/TomArms.

One of us
suggested working
together to
produce a weekly
five-minute video
of the next week’s
main world news
events which would
be distributed
to news websites
and supported
with advertising.
I would do the
editorial work
and Lockwood
would handle the
distribution and ad
sales.
Arms in Amsterdam.
[After discovering
television was not
cost effective] I
quickly turned to radio using
Lockwood’s two stations as a
springboard. The program
did well and within six weeks,
15 other stations were also
broadcasting the weekly
LookAhead program. That
output expanded to include a
weekly audio op/ed piece called

“Observations of an Expat” and
a weekly 45-minute discussion
of world affairs with Lockwood.
The weekly LookAhead program
was expanded in print format
and turned into a newsletter and
the op/ed piece became a column
distributed to newspapers and
news websites in Asia, Canada,
U.S., and the UK.
continued on pg. 26 
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 Tom Arms '67 (continued from pg. 25)

2. You joined the Liberal
Democrat Party following Brexit
vote in the UK. You were asked
to contribute to the party's
international development and
foreign affairs groups. Why is
this important to you?
I spent 40 years staying out of
politics. That is not to say that
I didn’t have political opinions.
I most definitely did, but I
thought it was important that I
not be associated with a political
party so that I could act as an
unbiased conduit for news. But
after 40 years I felt I had enough
experience and knowledge that
it was time express my views. My
views are right down the middle—
in British terms. By American
standards I would be considered a
staunch Democrat. On domestic
issues I believe that the wealthy
have a responsibility to help those
less fortunate than themselves.
I also believe in an aspirational
society and free enterprise. I am
opposed to widespread socialism
as it has been repeatedly proven
that tying an economy to the
political wagon is a recipe for
disaster for all concerned.
3. How do you feel about the Brexit
vote?
Brexit is an unmitigated disaster
on so many fronts. It has
weakened the British economy,
destroyed jobs, reopened the
wounds of Northern Ireland,
badly divided the country,
reopened the prospect of
Scotland breaking away from the
United Kingdom, re-introduced
extreme left and extreme right
politics, reduced Britain’s
standing in the world, reduced
its public finance revenues,
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Arms delivered a speech to a crowd of 60,000 at a pro-European Union rally outside the British
parliament shortly after the Brexit referendum vote.

reduced its attractiveness to
the United States as a partner,
turned it isolationist, made it less
tolerant, cut it off from a gifted
international workforce, and
dealt a body blow to its relations
with its closest neighbors.
4. You are involved in causes
that touch on human rights,
children’s welfare, and poverty,
among others. As a journalist
and a volunteer and activist, how
do you encourage people to care
about these issues and to get
involved?
Well first of all, whatever you do,
it should be fun. We spend far
too many hours at our job to be
miserable when at work. That
is the route to a psychiatrist’s
couch. Also, I sincerely believe
that that if you enjoy what you do
then it will not be work, it will
be life and you are more likely
to be successful at it and earn a
reasonable living from it.
As for being involved in what are
generally referred to as “good
causes,” I can only quote the
18th century British political
philosopher Edmund Burke:

“The only thing necessary for the
triumph of evil is for good men to
do nothing.”
5. What gives you hope about our
world right now?
The biggest cause for hope is
the youth of the world. It is
no coincidence that peace and
prosperity go hand in hand with
knowledge and communications,
and the fact that successive
generations have built on the
advances of their parents and
so that gradually the world has
become more peaceful and
prosperous. Today’s youth are
the most knowledgeable, besttravelled, most international of
any previous generation.

Arms with his wife, Eileen, while traveling in
Romania.

As a group the millennials
recognize the need for global
economic interdependence
and how best to exploit the
opportunities of the internet,
instant communications and
global travel. They grew up in a
world which made them keenly
aware of the benefits the modern
world offered. As a group they
voted overwhelmingly against
the socially conservative baby
boomers backlash of Brexit in
the UK and Donald Trump in
America.
Well, the baby-boomers (of which
I am one), are dying off. Within
20 years—probably sooner—the
well-connected internationallyminded millennials will
vastly outnumber the social
conservatives at the ballot box.
When that happens, I think it will
be best to get out of their way—for
all the right reasons.
6. You attended the 50th reunion
of the Class of 1967 over Alumni
Weekend 2017. How was your
weekend?
I have been planning and
looking forward to this reunion
since 1967. When you reach the
advanced age of 68 you develop
a need to examine from whence
you came and to reconnect with
people who had to be shoved
into the background because of
career and family responsibilities.
The 50th reunion was a perfect
opportunity for just that.
The weekend was incredible.
Obviously seeing old friends and
learning about their lives was at
the top of my list and my main
reason for the trip but I had a few

cherries on top
of that. One was
being asked to talk
to history classes
about the Cold
War, international
relations, and
journalism. I
know Ted Camp
thought I was
doing him a favor
Prior to Alumni Weekend, Arms spoke to students in Mr. Camp's
(by the way, thank class about the Cold War, international relations, and journalism.
you for the tie),
but I am being
was terrible at math. My army
truthfully sincere when I say that
colonel father was good at math
he was doing me even more of a
and refused to accept that his
favor and giving me a great deal of
eldest son failed to grasp the
personal pleasure.
simplest principles of Algebra
and Geometry. He desperately
Next, was having my daughter
wanted me to study calculus which
Kimberly at the School with me.
was then an elective in sixth
I am very proud of my children.
form. Ed Hoyer was employed
Kimberly produces and directs
to tutor me and he spent many
documentaries for the BBC, and I
frustrating hours trying to direct
stand in awe of her achievements.
my mind to think mathematically.
I strongly believe that the primary
I am eternally grateful to him
role of a parent is to provide the
for eventually writing to my
shoulders for their children to
father: “Face it, Tom is just not
climb on. All my children have
mathematical. He is creative. Let
done that while tap dancing on
him concentrate on history.”
my bald head.
Finally, there was Chick Meehan’s
Next was seeing old masters
dinner. I can never remember
Dave Wachter and Ed Hoyer. Mr
whether I was in the fourth or
Wachter and I both arrived early
fifth form when Chick was a
at Father Dunnan’s reception and
prefect, but I do remember that
were the only ones on the patio
he was the same larger than life
overlooking the Bai Yuka. I am
figure as a student as he was as a
not too proud to say that I cried.
Saint James master. Saint James
Dave Wachter was one of the
needs people like him. His shoes
finest teachers I have ever met and
will be hard to fill, but I am
is one of those rare individuals
certain that someone is busily
with a quiet authority that allowed
rising to the occasion.
him to command deep respect
without ever raising his voice.
Read the full interview at
www.stjames.edu/TomArms.
Ed Hoyer was up there as well.
He was my math teacher. I
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Celebratin
The History of Saint James School
The Founding of Saint James
Among the first proponents of an Episcopal boarding
school in western Maryland were the Rt. Rev. William
R. Whittingham, Bishop of Maryland, and the Rev.
Theodore B. Lyman, Rector of St. John’s Church in
Hagerstown. They envisioned a school in the pattern
of the English public schools—a model that continues
to influence Saint James today. When they began their
efforts to raise support for such a school, in 1838, there
was only one school of this type in the country—the
28
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College of St. Paul’s in College Point, New York.
Bishop Whittingham succeeded in convincing the Rev.
Dr. William Muhlenberg, Headmaster of the College of
St. Paul’s, to allow him to hire Muhlenberg’s secondin-command, Dr. John Barrett Kerfoot, to serve as the
College of Saint James’ first headmaster. As Muhlenberg
said, “We would send out a colony of pious, intelligent,
respectable young fellows, with Kerfoot at their head…
They would be the soul of the thing and gradually they
would generate the body around them.”

| commencement 2017 |

ng 175 Years
An American disciple of the Oxford Tractarians, Dr.
Muhlenberg envisioned a rigorous academic institution
that was absolutely dedicated to the faith and practice of
the Episcopal Church: “the beau model of a Catholic
School, a genuine Church School.”
At about the same time, Rector Lyman learned that a
suitable tract of land was available. This was the central
portion of the estate of General Samuel Ringgold, a
brigadier general in the Maryland Militia. The Ringgold
estate originally comprised more than 17,000 acres. Its
showpiece was the beautiful mansion, “Fountain Rock,”
a translation of the name of the legendary, ever-flowing
spring just behind the mansion, which the Native
Americans had known for centuries as “Bai Yuka.”

Such notables as President Madison and his wife,
Dolly, the statesmen Henry Clay and James Monroe were
frequent visitors at Fountain Rock; the mansion was
famed for the lavish parties given by General Ringgold
and his wife. By the time of Ringgold’s death in 1829,
most of the acreage, including Fountain Rock, had been
sold. During the next decade, the mansion and its
environs changed hands several times, and the premises
deteriorated badly.
In the spring of 1841, Fountain Rock and 20
surrounding acres were purchased “by the joint
subscription of churchmen of Washington County and
devoted by them to the uses of a church school.” To
the sales price of $5,000, the enterprising churchmen

continued on pg. 30 
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contributed an additional $3,000
to refurbish the house and purchase
furniture and equipment.
Finally, all the necessary funds
were raised, and on October 2,
1842, the College of Saint James
was formally dedicated, with
Fountain Rock renamed Claggett
Hall in honor of the first bishop
of Maryland. Students ranged in
grade level from the upper levels of
high school through college, with
four collegiate classes and three
preparatory classes.
Dr. Kerfoot soon proved to be an
exemplary headmaster. His sermons
were highly regarded by students and
area residents alike, and his classes,
relying strongly on the Socratic
method of questions, answer, and
explication, were widely described as
invaluable to his students. He had
a keen sense of humor and a strong
vision of the course that would take
the school successfully through its
founding years.

Kemp Hall was destroyed by fire in 1856.

By 1848, enrollment had grown
from 14 to 89, and the fledgling
College of Saint James faced a
pressing need for additional space.
Dr. Kerfoot was able to raise more
than $8,000 to build a threestory brick building to house the
dining hall, a large classroom, and
dormitory space for 65 boys. Kemp
Hall, named for the second bishop of
Maryland, was completed in 1851.

The founding men of Saint James School (clockwise from top
left): Rt. Rev. William R. Whittingham, Rev. Theodore B. Lyman,
Dr. John Barrett Kerfoot, and Rev. Dr. William Muhlenberg.
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A Tradition of
Academic Excellence
Saint James became
widely known for the
strength of its academic
programming. In 1853,
General Robert E. Lee
was asked to recommend
a school for his nephew.
He suggested “one in
Sing-Sing, St. James’s
College in Maryland,
Virginia Military
Institute, William & Mary,
and what would become
Episcopal High School
in Alexandria, Virginia.”
Lee was not alone in his
high regard of the school.
In 1855, Jared Sparks,
the retired president
of Harvard University,

commented: “…there is one
institution in the South which has
sent [to Harvard] some remarkable
exceptions to the general rule of
negligent and rowdy students. It
is, I believe in Maryland, and called
the College of Saint James. Four or
five young men have come from it to
Cambridge, and have been, without
exception, among the best-mannered
men we have.”
During Dr. Kerfoot’s tenure,
traditions and organizations were
established which continue today.
Washington Irving, for example,
granted permission for the literary
club at the school to name itself the
Irving Society. He also bestowed
an emblem—the holly leaf—and a
motto—sub sole, sub umbre virens.
In 1856, only five years after it
was built, Kemp Hall was destroyed
by fire. Bishop Whittingham again
came to the school’s aid by organizing
a campaign among Episcopal parishes
in Philadelphia and Baltimore to
raise funds for the purchase of a
tract of land just a few miles from
Baltimore—a location which many
felt would allow the school to draw
more students from both Baltimore
and Washington, DC. The property
was purchased, the cornerstone
was laid in 1860, and construction
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began—only to be interrupted by the
outbreak of the Civil War.

The Civil War
Spreading hostilities made it
impossible to continue construction
on the new campus. Dr. Kerfoot
worked to keep the School open in
the face of factional disputes among
students, parents, and faculty, many
of whom sided with the Confederacy
even though Maryland was officially
a Union state. Within the next few
years, after losing the property on
which the new campus had been
planned, it became clear that the
School’s destiny lay with its original
location.
The area surrounding the school
was the scene of much Civil War
fighting—most prominently the 1842
Battle of Antietam, only seven miles
away. Prior to this battle, Union and
Confederate forces regularly crossed
the campus, and often camped on
school grounds.
The deep division of loyalties that
characterized Maryland’s populace
during the war was also evident at
Saint James. Dr. Kerfoot’s strong
pro-Union stand was a source
of contention. Only 16 students
arrived for the fall term in 1862.
Although a few more students
enrolled during the year, it became
clear that the future of the School
was under serious threat.
In addition to his work at the
School, Dr. Kerfoot visited nearby
hospitals to aid the wounded. He
provided Bibles, food, and tobacco
to needy soldiers; and conducted
burial services for the dead. On
August 7, 1864, Dr. Kerfoot and his
assistant, Joseph Coit, were arrested
by Confederate officers. They were
paroled a day later on the condition
that they secure the release of the

Rev. Hunter Boyd, a Presbyterian
clergyman from Virginia, who was
being held by the Union.
During the same month, Dr.
Kerfoot received an offer from
Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut, to become its
president. His concern about Saint
James School’s financial condition
and the drastic decline in enrollment
led him to accept the offer. He
left in 1864 with a heavy heart,
expressing his remorse in a letter to
Bishop Whittingham, “Here I have
loved, as I think I never can again
love, any work. It seems impossible
that I should leave it…”
Bishop Whittingham agreed that
the fight to keep the School open
must be abandoned, at least for the
duration of the war. In his address
to the 1865 Diocesan Convention, he
spoke of his reaction to the closing of
the School: “What your bishop lost
in all this process, brethren, I shall
not attempt to tell. For him it makes
a large part of the work of a quarter
of a century a blank.”
Soon after the hostilities ended,
Bishop Whittingham began making
arrangements for the extensive
repairs and refurbishment required

to make the School operational in
the wake of the war. Confederate
troops looted Claggett Hall following
the Battle of Gettysburg, and years
of abandonment took a toll on the
campus.

A New Beginning
By the fall of 1869, renovations
were complete. The College of
Saint James reopened as a secondary
school with Mr. Henry Onderdonk
appointed headmaster. During his
27-year tenure, which ended with his
death in 1896, enrollment grew, the
campus improved greatly, the caliber
of student increased, and the future
of Saint James appeared secure.
Julian Hartridge became the
College’s third headmaster. At this
time, the name of the institution
was changed to Saint James School.
He was succeeded by James Henry
Harrison, an alumnus of Saint James
School and an 1899 graduate of
Princeton University.
Adrian Holmes Onderdonk,
the son of Henry Onderdonk, was
chosen as headmaster in 1906. He
was to enjoy an even longer tenure
than his father, one filled with
progress and growth for the school.

Mr. Henry Onderdonk and family on the steps of Claggett Hall in 1893.
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“Mr. O,” as he was almost universally
known, grew up in the atmosphere of
Saint James. He graduated from the
School and played on its first football
team in 1894.
Many Saint James School traditions
originated, or were enhanced, under
his guidance. Today, many visitors
remark upon the courtesy and
politeness of Saint James students.
Mr. Onderdonk emphasized
these qualities. As one of his
contemporaries described, “he was a
stickler for manners; not so much as
an acquired social art but more as an
expression of attentive consideration
for others.”
Another hallmark of Adrian
Onderdonk’s headmastership
was the marked expansion and
improvement of the School’s
infrastructure. Dilapidated
buildings were torn down, and
more substantial structures were
modernized and expanded. Sadly,
in 1926 a fire destroyed Claggett
Hall, leaving only the stone steps,
known today as the “Senior Steps.”
Temporary structures were hurriedly
put in place, and the academic
year continued with only a brief
interruption.

The Saint James baseball team in 1891.

Within a matter of months, Mr.
Onderdonk was able to raise the
money for a new building—a tribute
to his influence, and the regard in
which he was held. Within a year, the
new Claggett Hall had risen from the
ashes of the old.
Soon after, Whittingham Hall,
named for Bishop Whittingham, was
added as a wing of Claggett Hall.
In 1928, the Laidlaw Memorial
Infirmary was constructed. The
building was a gift from Mr.
Onderdonk’s cousins, the Laidlaw

family. Seven years later, two French
clay tennis courts were given to the
School by Mr. Kenneth Bonner. (He
donated four additional courts in
1958.)
Mr. Onderdonk retired in 1939
as one of the greatest and most
memorable headmasters in the
School’s history. Generations of
boys matured under his tutelage and
mentorship. Even today, his legacy
remains. Mr. Onderdonk wrote in
his memoirs, “…I would not change
places with anyone on God’s green
earth.”

Headmasters from 1942 to
Present

In 1926, a fire destroyed Claggett Hall, leaving only the "Senior Steps."
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James B. Drake, a faculty member,
agreed to serve as headmaster pro
tempore until 1942, when Dr.
Vernon B. Kellett became the
school’s seventh headmaster. An
accomplished scholar, Dr. Kellett
provided sound leadership for Saint
James School through the difficult
years of World War II.
Like Adrian Onderdonk, Dr.
Kellett oversaw many improvements
at the School. With the help of
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the Byron family, he oversaw the
construction of a separate Lower
School with space for 10 boarding
boys, a prefect, a master, and three
classrooms. The building was later
remodeled and named Onderdonk
Hall.
Under Dr. Kellett’s leadership, the
School also acquired a new athletic
field, a baseball diamond, and a
running track. He developed a longrange plan to provide an endowment
for faculty compensation, and
encouraged students to pursue his
greatest passion—music. Through
his efforts and enthusiasm, Saint
James developed a noteworthy glee
club.
The Rev. John E. Owens, Jr.
became headmaster in 1955, marking
a return to one of the original
precepts of Saint James’ founders—
an Episcopal priest as head of the
school. Like Dr. Kerfoot, Father
Owens believed strongly that
spiritual values should inform the
life and philosophy of the school.
He wrote that, “Since the whole of
life is God’s concern, the School
endeavors to help each student
build a solid foundation of body,
mind, and spirit and so prepare
the student to complete higher
education successfully and then to go
on to a life of constructive service to
mankind.”
During his years as headmaster,
Father Owens’ vision supported the
School’s continued improvement
and success. Under his guidance,
the faculty grew in number and
improved in quality; enrollment
increased from 110 to more than
150; coeducation was introduced;
and, the endowment grew. He made
many improvements to the campus.
Campbell House was built in 1955
for use by the Selective Service. Just

Father Owens at Commencement in 1962.

over a decade later, Hershey Hall was
constructed, providing the Selective
Service with additional space. In
1957, the Onderdonk residence was
purchased and used as a dormitory
for eight boys. It was nicknamed
“Buckingham Palace” because two
English exchange students roomed
there—and “Buckingham” it remains
to this day—though it now serves as
faculty housing. Nelson House, next
door to Buckingham, and named for
long-time master, Russell Nelson,
was built in 1959.
The Henry Evan Cotton Memorial
Gymnasium, which greatly enhanced
the School’s athletic program, was
completed in 1961. Two years later,
the Powell Hall classroom building
was completed. It was named for the
Rt. Rev. Noble Powell, ninth Bishop
of Maryland and a long-time friend
of the School. The wing of Powell
Hall facing “The Circle” housed
the McIntyre Library, presented to
the school by Mr. and Mrs. John
Sharpless McIntyre, in honor
of their two sons John Sharpless
McIntyre, Jr. ’58 and James Byrd
McIntyre ’61.
The Georgian brick Saint James
chapel was consecrated in memory of

Eleanor Blodgett Webster in 1965.
Her husband, William Webster
’61 provided the impetus for the
chapel, and the establishment of an
endowment fund.
Pipkin House, named in honor
of Ruth and Benton Pipkin, and
given by their sons John ’53 and
Ashmead ’56, was built as a faculty
residence in 1966. That same year,
Bonner House was completed. This
faculty residence was named for Mr.
Kenneth Bonner, a trustee, former
assistant headmaster, and generous
benefactor.
Father Owens’ 329-year tenure
had an impact that will always remain
an integral part of the character
of Saint James School. He earned
the deepest respect and admiration
of the School’s constituencies and
showed by example how much can
be accomplished through personal
commitment. In the words of
Admiral James L. Holloway III
’39, former chairman of the
board of trustees: “His intensity
of commitment, coupled with
his absolute integrity, formed the
foundations of a brand of personal
leadership which endowed Saint
James with its unique institutional
continued on pg. 34 
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ethos.”
When Father Owens retired in
1984, he was succeeded by the
Rev. Richard H. Baker, Jr. He
was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford
University, England, and received
his divinity degree from Virginia
Theological Seminary. Father
Baker’s tenure was marked by his
deep concern for the well-being of
the faculty and the student body. He
worked closely with students and
served as a counselor and friend to
many.
A major accomplishment under
Father Baker’s leadership was the
creation of Alumni Hall in 1985,
providing the School with an athletic
field house. The Laidlaw family
donated squash courts. Meade D.
Detweiler III and Adm. James L.
Holloway III, both ’39, donated the
wrestling room which bears their
names. The School also acquired
the Stonebraker House as a faculty
residence.
Charles G. Meehan, Jr. ’65, served
as interim headmaster in 1991. He
joined the school as a mathematics
teacher in 1969 after his graduation
from Franklin and Marshall College.
Mr. Meehan also served as Dean of
Students and coached football and
baseball.
In the spring of 1992, Saint James
celebrated its 150th anniversary with
the Sesquicentennial Campaign for
Stewardship. The centerpiece of
this campaign was the conversion
of the Cotton Gymnasium to the
Bowman-Byron Fine Arts Center
and Auditorium. In the mid-1980’s,
A. Smith Bowman, a long-time
trustee and friend of Saint James
School, made a gift for a Fine Arts
Center and Auditorium that would
be named for David Byron ’23, a
friend, fellow trustee, and a lifelong
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The Saint James Chapel Choir in 1988.

supporter of the School.
Following an intense search for a
successor to Father Baker, the Board
of Trustees unanimously elected
the Rev. Dr. D. Stuart Dunnan
headmaster in 1992.
Father Dunnan graduated from
St. Albans School and Harvard
University. He earned a master’s
degree from Harvard, and master’s
and doctorate degrees from Oxford
University. Before coming to Saint
James, he was the Chaplain and a
fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford.
In addition to the completion of
the Sesquicentennial Campaign,
Father Dunnan’s first years included
the development of the Middle
School, expansion of the girls’
program, and further strengthening
of the School’s academic facilities
and programs. During this time
Saint James lost one of its most loyal
alumni, John B. Ferguson, Jr.’32.
Due to his bequest of $2.2 million,
a permanent endowment was
established to increase faculty salaries
substantially, and Ferguson House
was purchased and added to faculty
housing.
Saint James launched the Quad
Campaign in 2000. This was a
larger and more comprehensive

campaign than the Sesquicentennial
Campaign which had been “the most
ambitious capital campaign in the
School’s history.”
Renovations to the Laidlaw
Infirmary, again funded by a
generous gift from the Laidlaw
family, the addition of the Frick
Porch, by Robert P.L. Frick ’34, and
the renovation of Kemp Hall, with
the addition of the new Detweiler
Student Center, given by Mr. and
Mrs. Meade D. Detweiler III ’39
were dedicated during Alumni
Weekend 1997. The John E. Owens,
Jr. Library, which included two new
science laboratories, an archive, and
a classroom on the lower level, was
dedicated during Alumni Weekend
the following year. In Powell Hall,
two classrooms, enlarged faculty
offices, and a computer lab were
created to meet the academic needs
of a larger enrollment.
The Quad Campaign also
supported construction of a new
girls’ dormitory, Gertrude Steele
Coors Hall, providing rooms for 28
girls and three faculty apartments.
Coors Hall joined with Powell Hall,
the Detweiler Student Center,
and the Owens Library to create a
residential and academic quadrangle.
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The Coors Hall girls' dormitory opened in 1998 to accommodate female boarders.

A second girls’ dormitory,
Holloway House, named in honor
of Admiral James L. Holloway III,
USN (ret.) ’38 and in memory of his
son, James L. Holloway IV ’63, was
built with a grant from the Olmstead
Foundation in 2001. The Kerfoot
Refectory was also built in 2001,
providing seating for the entire
School community to enjoy meals
together.
To support the athletic program, a
fitness center was added to the field
house, along with 12 tennis courts
and new playing fields. During
Father Dunnan’s tenure, Saint James
purchased three adjacent farms,
increasing the School's land holdings
by nearly 100 percent, providing
a buffer from residential growth
adjacent to the campus.
A new headmaster’s residence was
built in 2003. Biggs Rectory, named
for former board chair Jeremy Biggs
’54, overlooks the “Bai Yuka” and
provides an elegant entertaining
space for the headmaster and guests
on campus. The “Barr” House,
located adjacent to the Ferguson
and Stonebraker houses, acquired
in 2004, was named in honor
of David and Betty Barr and also
provides faculty housing. Additional
faculty housing was provided by
past-parent, Virginia Stimson, when

she renovated an adjacent pre-Civil
War farmhouse in memory of her
husband, Douglas.
From 2005 to 2010, the School
continued to grow. The Fulton
family gifted a new faculty home,
and built the Barbara J. Fulton
Academic Building. This academic
building doubled the space available
for teaching. Hershey Hall, later
renamed Mattingly Hall in honor
of Mr. John M. Mattingly ’58, was
expanded and renovated. A driving
range, baseball field, softball field,

and a multi-purpose field enhanced
the School’s athletic amenities.
Kemp Hall was expanded in 2009,
offering students a space in which to
relax between classes, after school,
and on weekends.
In 2013, a generous gift from the
Turner family allowed the School to
replace the football and main soccer
field with artificial turf, and five grass
fields have been built on the south
side of campus.
Under Father Dunnan’s leadership,
the enrollment has grown to 240
students, with 75 percent of students
boarding and 25 percent of students
in the day program. International
student enrollment has grown to
22% with 16 countries represented
in addition to the U.S. These
students add diversity to every aspect
of life and learning at Saint James,
and prepares students to lead in a
global world.
The role of young women on
campus has grown, with girls
becoming boarders and competitive
athletes, putting them on equal

Father Dunnan pictured with students in 2001.
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footing with male students. The first
female Senior Prefect was elected
in 1999 and again in 2002. Today,
there are approximately 90 young
women enrolled, for a 60:40 maleto-female ratio.
The endowment has grown from
$3 million to $23 million, providing
stability for the future and allowing
the School to pursue initiatives that
enhance our programs and attract
and retain talented faculty.
The campus will continue to
expand to enhance our programs,
with two capital projects currently
underway. To accommodate the
continued growth of our arts
program, the School will soon
begin construction on the Pohanka
Fine Arts Center (see page 18 for more
information), and an expansion of
Alumni Hall is also planned.
The School has gained a national
and international reputation as a
highly selective boarding school
that is smaller in size, leading to a
stronger sense of community and
family. The Saint James School
culture of trust and mutual respect
is made possible by an honor code
to which every student and teacher
agrees to adhere—in the classroom,
on the playing field, and in every

other facet of life on our campus.
The honor code reads, “On my
honor, I will not lie, steal, or cheat,
and I will report anyone I witness
doing any of the three.”
Six times a week, we gather for
seated meals, a tradition that has
shaped the Saint James community
since our founding. Teachers are
joined by students of various forms,
interests, opinions, and experiences
to eat, relax, laugh, and get to know
each other.
Rooted in our Episcopal identity,
our worship and values are at the
heart of this community. The School
gathers every weekday morning
in the Chapel to begin the day
humbly, gratefully, and faithfully. In
Chapel, students are encouraged to
participate as they feel comfortable in
our common liturgy and to challenge
themselves spiritually to live moral
and purposeful lives.
Despite this impressive growth
and expansion over 175 years, the
School’s mission remains the same:
to prepare young men and women
for academic success in college, and
to challenge and inspire them to
be leaders for good in the world.
We seek to do this within a small
and familial residential community

which values the moral and spiritual
development of our students.
Growth over time has provided
sustenance for this mission
and reaffirmed the Saint James
philosophy as written by Father
Owens, which states:
Saint James is devoted to developing the
character of our students and to fostering
a strong sense of Christian values: selfdiscipline, personal and social responsibility,
and a high standard of honor. Further, as a
church school we believe that because of God’s
love for mankind, the School is a caring and
nurturing community. Each person is given
opportunities to develop a strong sense of
self-worth and an awareness of himself or
herself as a child of God.
All of this finds expression within the
structure of the faith and practices of the
Episcopal Church. Saint James was founded
on this principle and continues in this belief:
the leavening influence permeating every
activity and relationship of school life is to be
found at the altar of God.
Dr. Kerfoot’s description of
Saint James, quoted from an early
commencement address, is as fitting
today, as it was more than 175 years
ago: “…the work thus far done has
been worthwhile. It will stand.”

Watch the Saint James School
175th Anniversary Video!
Watch our commemorative video
featuring current students, faculty,
and administrators to learn more
about the remarkable history of
Saint James School.
www.stjames.edu/175video
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The Rev. Daniel R. Heischman, Executive Director of
NAES, Cites 175th Anniversary to National Audience
In his Weekly Meditation email, the Rev.
Daniel R. Heischman, D.D., Executive
Director of the National Association of
Episcopal Schools (NAES), gave his thoughts on Saint James School's
175th anniversary video, and how the history of the School helped him
regain perspective and resolve during a difficult time. We invite you to
read his thoughts below.
We were delighted to have Father Heischman visit the Saint James
campus on December 6. He gave the homily at our St. Nicholas Day
Eucharist and took time to speak with students and staff.

Holding On
November 13, 2017
The Rev. Daniel R. Heischman
I found myself feeling pretty
discouraged at the beginning of last
week. After hearing the news of the
shootings at the First Baptist Church
in Sutherland Springs, TX, I felt a
sense of wandering in the wilderness:
when would these mass shootings end?
Do these shootings tell a story of an
American culture that is coming apart
at the seams? What direction are we
heading in as a country?
Then I came across a video from
Saint James School in Maryland,
produced in celebration of its 175th
anniversary. Watching it helped raise
my spirits immensely. Hearing young
people express great pride in their
school, as was the case in the video,
one cannot help but feel uplifted. But
there was more to the video than that:
the story of the school, and all that it
had been through, helped me regain
perspective and resolve at a crucial
time.
The history of Saint James School
includes a number of major setbacks.
It had to shut down during the Civil
War, as the school was located directly

in the crossfire between Union and
Confederate armies. The process of
reopening the school following the war
was a major undertaking.
So, too, was the rebuilding of the
main classroom building decades later,
following a devastating fire. Three years
after the fire, the Great Depression hit,
and the school's financial foundation
collapsed.
Throughout all of these setbacks,
two factors seemed to keep the school
going. The first was the school's
collective memory — it had been
through major calamity before, and it
had survived. Recalling how much it
had been through before helped the
school to keep a sense of perspective
and strengthen its resolve to continue.
Dan Rather, as are many people, is
currently doing a lot of writing and
reflecting on the year 1968. He recalls
to us a similar time of deep division
and seeming undoing in our country,
a year filled with one calamity after
another. Yet he reminds us in hope, in
a belief that we can endure our current
crises, given that we have been in

such places
before.
The
second
element that
kept Saint
James going,
through
its difficult
history, was its understanding of itself
— its basic values, and the feeling that
what it was doing was not only good,
but worth maintaining. It held on
to a vision that it simply could not
relinquish. In turn, armed with a sense
of conviction and confidence in our
own values, we can endure numerous
challenges and heartbreak, for we have
something stronger, more lasting than
the roadblocks set in our way.
Memory and conviction; perspective
and belief: these are the key ingredients
that can help us to hold on during
the most difficult and discouraging of
times.
Subscribe to the Weekly Meditation email at
www.episcopalschools.org.
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Fall Athletic Recognition

The following varsity student athletes received well-deserved recognition for their outstanding
accomplishments this season. Please join us in congratulating these talented individuals.

All MAC - Football

Jalen Anderson '18
Defensive Back

Jonathan Kamto '19
Linebacker

All MAC - Cross Country

John Metchie '18
Wide Receiver

Steven Schwartz '19
Offensive Lineman

Bryce Golden '18 Commits
to University of Pittsburgh

Eric Fishkin '18

A four-star basketball prospect, Bryce Golden '18 recently
committed to the University of Pittsburgh to continue his athletic
and academic career. Last season, he averaged 17.5 points and 11.0
rebounds per game for the Saints.
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Varsity Golf
Coach Karl Yergey
MVP: Jaxson Schultz
MIP: Will Hertel
Coaches’ Award: Andrew Shen

Four days into Welcome
Week practices, I struggled
with the only decision I
needed to make for the 2017
season: cut to the “best”
six players or hold as many
players on the roster as had
tried out for the 2017 squad.
Hastily, but not unwisely,
I made the decision to
keep only six players – the
maximum number of
players who could play in
any match during the season
and holding no one in
reserve. Consequently, after
illness struck one player who
later withdrew from School,
the Varsity Golf team played
“man down” for more than
half of the season.
Despite this handicap, the
Varsity Golf team earned
a regular season record of
nine wins against only five
losses. Within the MAC,
the Saints earned an even
3-3 record with wins against
Sidwell Friends, Saint
Andrew’s, and Potomac.
Against the IPSL, the team
went 2-1, and an impressive
4-1 against non-conference
foes. The refusal of local
public schools to “score”
against us on the course we
all played at the same time
cost us additional three
wins and one loss; evidence
that the public school/
private school divide in local

high school golf
remains.
Our greatest
disappointments
came in two
matches played
at Bretton Woods
Golf Course in
Germantown,
MD. For whatever
reason, the
course did not
suit our players’
eyes. Perhaps it was the
course’s layout, inopportune
placement of bunkers,
or speedy, small greens.
More likely, however, the
course’s atypical Bermuda
fairways and rough plagued
us. Simply put, there’s no
way for us to have practiced
these conditions during
the season. Unfortunately,
we managed to play our
absolute worst here in the
regular season against host
Georgetown Day School
and in the season-ending
MAC Tournament, where
we finished sixth of seven
teams and dropping us to an
overall record of 11 wins and
11 losses.
Fourth Former Jaxson
Schultz led the Saints in
scoring average and took
medalist or co-medalist
(i.e., first place) honors
seven times on four
different courses during

the season. Sixth Former
Andrew Shen took comedalist honors against
Maret and Sidwell Friends
with an even-par 36 at
Beaver Creek and finished
second in the race for the
scoring average title. Fourth
Former Will Hertel led
the Saints in the Linganore
and Tuscarora tri-match
at difficult Worthington
Manor in the team’s first of
many man-down matches,
showing me and his
teammates that he had no
qualms about “stepping it
up” when needed. Frankie
Corsi (Third Form) saved
perhaps his best round of
the season for the MAC
Tournament; here, Frankie
shot an 88 to finish tied17th place, an outstanding
result for a Third Form
player. The last player
saved from being cut in
August, Third Former John

Gilbert Storey, typically
scored last for the Saints,
but impressed by improving
from an opening-match
score of 58 to a season-best
46, a feat he achieved at
Worthington Manor in the
final 9-hole match of the
season.
With a small squad, there
was no debate over who to
play or not play. As a result,
I had fewer headaches over
playing time, and there was
less drama than in seasons’
past. Laughing with and at
each other, the ability to get
to know the team members
better than I had in years’
past, and being able to
more frankly talk about our
successes and failures – i.e.,
to truly coach – meant that I
enjoyed working with these
young men more than most
of the teams with whom I’ve
been associated in my past
nine seasons at Saint James.
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Varsity Cross Country
Coach Katie Ellis
Most Valuable Runner: Eric Fishkin
Most Improved Runner: Morgan McMahon
Coaches’ Award: Darcy Farrell and Alex Romine

The 2017 Saint James
Cross Country team
consisted of 29 runners
and was led by Head Coach
Katie Ellis and Assistant
Coach Ian Brauner. This
season was characterized
by tremendous growth
and improvement for
the entire team, the
most notable of which
was the addition of the
girls’ team. The boys’
team placed higher this
season in every meet
that they also competed
in last season, and the
girls’ team established a
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strong foundation for
the growing program by
beating several schools in
every race.
Both teams performed
well at the IPSL
Championship on
October 19th. The
girls’ team placed third
in a tough field of
competition, and the
boys’ team placed second,
beating crosstown rival
Goretti by two points.
Morgan McMahon (Third
Form) and Eric Fishkin
(Sixth Form) earned
All-IPSL Honors for

their individual places in
the girls’ and boys’ races
respectively.
The biggest highlight of
the season was the MAC/
ISL Championship. The
boys’ team had a top-five
average of 19:24 which
is the second fastest in
school history for this
championship, and of the
15 boys who competed,
12 ran all-time PRs
(personal records). Eric
Fishkin placed in the top
10 individually in the
MAC Championship race
(running an all-time PR
of 17:56) and earned AllMAC honors. The girls’
team had the opportunity
to compete in the Varsity
B race for the ISL, and
placed 6th of 17 ISL teams.
Stand-out performances
by the top three girls (all
of whom placed in the top
20 individually in a race of
over 150 runners) led to
this strong finish: Darcy
Farrell (Fourth Form)

won the race, Morgan
McMahon placed third,
and Amelia Shaw (Third
Form) placed 17th.
At the Varsity Banquet,
Morgan McMahon was
named Most Improved
Runner; she was new to
cross country and showed
dramatic improvement
over the course of the
season finishing first
or second for the girls’
team in every race. Eric
Fishkin led the team in
every race this season,
and was awarded Most
Valuable Runner. Fourth
Formers Alex Romine and
Darcy Farrell received the
Coaches’ Award. Romine
worked incredibly hard to
improve this season and
pushed other teammates to
improve as well, resulting
in many individual and
team successes throughout
the season. Farrell was
instrumental in forming
the girls’ team and her
leadership and work ethic
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were vital to the team’s
success; she was also first
or second for the team in
every race.
Third Former
Jalen Miller was a big
contributor for the
boys’ team all season,
placing second or
third for the team in
every race. His most
impressive performance
was at the Chesapeake
Invitational, where he
ran a PR of 18:57. Third
Formers Sheer Akot,
Will Zimmermann, and
Connor Port were also
vital to the team’s success
week to week, and all ran
their best times at the
MAC Championship.
Fourth Former Teddy
White and Fifth Former
Jack Walker both
competed in the top seven
at different points in the
season and made strong

contributions to the team.
Many new runners
were behind the top
seven pushing them to
improve in every practice
and race. These included
Third Formers Mike Lau,
Danny Zhang, Jackson
Pentony, and Jimmy

James, Fourth Former
Patrick Nguyen, Fifth
Former William Wu,
and Sixth Formers Peter
Gralla, Jason Zheng,
Kit Noble, and Justin
Siebeneichen. Returning
runners - including
Sixth Formers Bob Fu,
Neil Zhang, and Fourth
Former Evan Fulmer also improved their 5K
race times this season.
Farrell, McMahon, and
Shaw were consistently in
the top three for the girls’
team, and Fifth Former
Kate Wu generally held
the fourth position on the
team; her improvements
throughout the season
were instrumental
in the team’s strong
performances. Third
Former Laurelle Maubert
was new to running
and made great strides
this season, and Sixth
Former Adyson Kurtz
fought through injury
to clinch the team score

in several races, most
notably the ISL Varsity
B race. Third Former
Venus Anani worked very
hard and competed in
her first race at the IPSL
Championship, and fellow
Third Former Elena
Johnston was also on the
team but prevented by
injury from competing.
Improvement is the
most important metric
for determining the
success of a cross country
season, and the 2017
season proved to be one
of great improvement for
the entire team. Over the
course of the season, the
six girls who competed in
multiple races dropped
a total of 15 minutes and
51 seconds off of their
5K race times. The 18
members of the boys’ team
who competed in multiple
races dropped a total one
hour, 7 minutes, and 27
seconds in their 5K times.
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Varsity Field Hockey
Coach Molly Goolman
MVP: Maddie Sappenfield
MIP: Rosy Lin
Coaches’ Award: Aimée Egwudobi

This season was a bit
of a roller coaster for
the Saints, but the 2017
Varsity Field Hockey team
was one of the strongest in
program history. The team
powered through a tough
schedule all season long
and captured the trophy in
the 2017 Rival Challenge
by beating Mercersburg
Academy twice in the
annual best-of-three
series.
The Saints knew they
had a gritty and resilient
team after a thrilling 4-3
victory over Poolesville
at the Mid-Maryland
Invitational. Taylor
Spikell (Fourth Form)
started and finished the
scoring with one goal at
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the start of the game and
one at the end, and Grace
Bowers (Fifth Form)
added two of her own goals
in between. Rosy Lin
(Fifth Form) began her
breakout season that day,
notching two assists. Saint
James traveled to Frederick
County again for the
second game of the season,
beating Tuscarora in a
4-3 overtime thriller that
saw Olivia Welty (Fourth
Form) score three goals
in a row, including two
in the second half and the
third to seal the sudden
victory in overtime. Goalie
Samantha Addo (Fourth
Form) secured the win in
her first varsity start. The
Saints grabbed another

victory in the first game of
this year’s Rival Challenge
when they traveled to
Mercersburg and won 4-2.
Bowers and Welty had two
goals each, and Bowers,
Spikell, and Olivia Riser
(Fourth Form) each had
an assist.
After losses to Foxcroft,
Huntingdon, Bishop
Ireton, and Bullis, the
Saints looked to get
back on track against
Mercersburg in the
second game of the Rival
Challenge. On their home
turf, Saint James beat
Mercersburg 3-1 thanks
to a Bowers hat trick
and Aimée Egwudobi’s
(Sixth Form) first assist
of the season. That day,

the Saints became backto-back Rival Challenge
Champions. The Saints
then fell to Foxcroft
and Forbes Road before
heading into a night game
against Oakdale. It was
a tough battle against a
strong Frederick County
team and despite leading
most of the game thanks
to a Bowers goal, the
Saints lost in perhaps their
most competitive game of
the season at that point.
Saint James dropped
another game at Forbes
Road before coming out
with a vengeance against
Wakefield. Lin had a stellar
game, scoring a whopping
four goals and adding
an assist, while Bowers,
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Spikell, and Riser each
added a goal. Kendall
Kothari (Sixth Form) kept
the forward line working
at maximum output for
the entire 60 minutes.
The Saints defense was
outstanding all game,
thanks to strong efforts
from Victoria Vando
(Fifth Form) and Jenna
Root (Fourth Form).
Halfback Maggie McFillen
(Fifth Form) recorded her
first career assist in the
game, and Leiny Ruggiero
(Fourth Form) and Addo
teamed up for a dominant
performance in goal as
Saint James beat Wakefield
7-1.
Saint James looked
to get a little win streak
started after the Wakefield
victory and defeated
Sidwell convincingly
thanks to two goals from
Bowers and one each from
Maddie Sappenfield (Fifth
Form) and Lin, along
with one assist each from
Lin and Molly English
(Fifth Form). In what was
perhaps the Saints’ most
thrilling game of the year,
Flint Hill came to town
in the teams’ first-ever
meeting. Saint James
came out with a tenacious
performance, scoring less
than ten minutes into the
game on a Bowers goal
from Spikell. Lin scored
with just 41 seconds left
in the first half to put the
Saints up 2-0 at halftime.
Despite Flint Hill scoring
two goals in the first ten
minutes of the second
half, the Saints never gave

up and Spikell and Bowers
teamed up again, this time
with a Spikell goal from
Bowers. Flint Hill scored
with less than five minutes
to play in regulation to
knot the game at three,
and two wild overtimes
could not determine the
winner. By the time the
game was called due to
darkness, Ruggiero had six
saves in net and the Saints
had put together one of
the most exciting games of
the fall sports season.
Saint James ended the
season with a 3-2 victory
at Brookewood. Bowers
scored twice and Lin
scored once along with
adding an assist. Sofie
D’Ermes (Sixth Form)
stepped into the center
midfield role and set the
tone of the game for the
Saints. Jee Yoon Kim
(Fifth Form) and Jenny
Duan (Sixth Form) both
came up with timely
stops for the Saints to

keep Brookewood out
of the circle as the clock
wound down. Bowers
ended the season with a
team-high twenty goals
and eight assists, and Lin
finished with nine goals
and seven assists. Before
being sidelined with an
injury, Welty netted six
goals. Spikell finished
her first varsity campaign
with six goals and three
assists, Riser had one
goal and two assists, and
Sappenfield had one goal
and one assist, though
those numbers cannot
begin to describe her daily

impact as the team’s center
midfielder. English,
McFillen, Egwudobi, and
Eliza Durham (Fourth
Form) each had one
assist on the season and
Ruggiero completed her
first varsity season with
more than fifty saves in
net.
With only four
graduating seniors, the
Saints are still a relatively
young team and thanks
to the growth of the 2017
squad, 2018 promises
to be a great season for
Saint James Varsity Field
Hockey.
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Varsity Football
Coach John Root
MVP: Tyler Grochot
MIP: Andre Myers
Coaches’ Award: Colin Williams

The 2017 Saint James
School football season
was a tale of two different
teams. Ultimately, the
hard-working Saints
earned a 6-4 record. It
was a season filled with
record-setting offensive
performances, strong
defensive efforts, and
unfortunately, a rash
of injuries that would
cause the Saints to dig
down deep to finish the
season and earn a winning
record.
The team returned
many starters including
quarterback Tyler
Grochot (Sixth Form),
wide receivers John
Metchie (Sixth Form),
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Colin Williams (Sixth
Form), and Chase
Osinga (Fifth Form). The
offensive line returned
several starters including
Ronald Garrett (Sixth
Form), Steven Schwartz
(Fifth Form), and
Ben Couling (Fourth
Form). The running
game was in the capable
hands of speedy Jalen
Anderson (Sixth Form)
and the bruising Parker
Tribble (Sixth Form)
and Lane Gay (Fifth
Form). Defensively,
many of those same
young men returned as
starters along with stalwart
defensive back Andre
Myers (Fifth Form),

linebackers TJ Quelet
(Fifth Form), Ned Bai
(Sixth Form) and Carter
Bowers (Fifth Form), and
defensive lineman Timmy
Awofiranye (Fifth Form).
The team was joined by
Robert Purnell (Fifth
Form), Joe George (Sixth
Form), Mark Spicher
(Fifth Form), Carson
Riser (Sixth Form), and
Jack Guillard (Fifth
Form), who had played
football in the past, but
had taken a year off. New
faces Jonathon Kamto,
Anthony Torelli, and
Jordan Miller (all Fifth
Formers) rounded out
what would prove to be a
talented Saints squad.
The season opened
at home against the
Clear Spring Blazers.
It became clear on the
opening offensive play
for the Saints that the
Blazers would prove
no match for the size,
speed, and tenacity of the
Saints. Anderson raced
around end for a 58-yard
touchdown. With most of
the starters pulled before
halftime, the Saints could
seemingly do no wrong

as the offense rolled to
over 548 yards while the
defense surrendered two
late scores. Defensively
the team registered eight
tackles for loss, one sack,
two punts blocked, two
fumble recoveries, and
three interceptions.
In week two, the
Saints hosted bitter rival
Mercersburg Academy.
The first half was a back
and forth contest. At
halftime, the Saints led
18-7 paced by touchdowns
from Gay, Metchie, and
Osinga. In the second
half the Blue Storm were
no match for the Saints.
Saint James outscored
Mercersburg 35-0 in the
final two stanzas. Grochot
ended the day with an
incredible six touchdown
passes, Osinga had two
phenomenal touchdown
receptions, and Anderson
rushed for 198 yards
behind the blocking of
Schwartz, Sattlecker,
Couling, Garrett, and
Purnell. When the final
whistle blew the Saints
emerged victorious 53-7.
Weeks three and four
saw more of the Saints
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offense passing over
and running through
opposing teams while
the defense smothered
everything thrown at
them. Behind defensive
stalwarts Tribble, Bai,
Kamto, Myers, Purnell,
and Sattlecker, the team
earned back-to-back shut
out victories against Saint
John’s Catholic Prep (400) and Frederick Douglass
(41-0). Once again led by
QB Grochot, the offense
fired on all cylinders,
moving the ball through
the air and on the ground.
Anderson cracked the
century barrier in rushing
each of the games while
receivers Williams hauled
in one TD, Metchie two
TD’s and Osinga three
TD’s. First year kicker
Miles Wyndham (Fifth
Form) was 9 for 11 on
extra point conversions
and was 2 for 2 in field
goal attempts, including a
37 yarder.
The mid-point of the
season saw Saint James
make the trek to Sidwell
Friends. The Saints
dominated the Quakers
holding them scoreless
until the closing moments
when the starting Sidwell
offense finally made it into
the end zone against the
JV Saint James defense.
With a 47-6 victory the
Saints seemed to be in
total control of their own
destiny. The team was
healthy, scoring points
seemingly at will with an
average of 51 points per
game, and a defense that
allowed only 5 points per
game.
With half of the season
behind them the Saints

prepared to host the
Potomac Panthers at
home during Family
Weekend. Potomac
entered the contest riding
a two-year losing streak to
Saint James. The Saints
appeared to have the game
in control early when
Anderson took a swing
pass from Grochot and
raced 89 yards for a TD.
Once again the defense
held and with a Tribble
score, the Saints led
14-0. During the drive
late in the first quarter
standout QB Grochot was
tackled awkwardly in a pile
of Potomac defenders.
The hobbled QB played
through the pain until the
fourth quarter when he
could stand the pain no
longer and was replaced by
Third Form back-up Jacob
Dugas. The Saints offense
struggled the remainder
of the day without its
on field leader. The
Panthers rallied against
the struggling Saints and
managed to pull off the
upset, 27-23. The fouryear starting QB would
later be diagnosed with a
fractured fibula, thereby
ending his football season
and career at Saint James.
The Saints rallied
behind new starting signal
caller Dugas the following
week against Maryland
Central Christian. The
offensive line gave him
protection while the
running backs ran with
even more effort. The
defense once again rose
to the occasion and at the
end of the day the Saints
triumphed, 53-8.
The Saints faced three
very tough opponents to

close out their season in
Flint Hill School, Maret,
and Avalon. As if the
injury to starting QB
Grochot wasn’t enough,
over the course of the
three final weeks the Saints
would lose running back
Anderson for a game
and a half, starting wide
receiver Metchie for two
games, starting linebackers
Kamto for a game and
Bowers for three games,
Osinga for half a game,
and starting offensive and
defensive lineman Purnell
for half a game. Players
like Guillard, George,
Jared Zhang (Fifth
Form), William Topham
(Fourth Form), Idriss
Traore (Fifth Form),
John Okoro (Fifth Form),
Torelli, and Aiden Ensor
(Third Form) stepped
into starting positions and
battled opponents with
more size and experience.
The teams were too much
for the short-handed
Saints to handle and they
ended the season on a
three-game losing streak.
Although a shell of the

team when compared to
the start of the season, the
Saints still finished the
season with a respectable
6-4 record.
The 2017 Saint James
Saints football team
averaged 38 points per
game while giving up 18.
The team loses ten Sixth
Form athletes in Grochot,
Tribble, Metchie,
Williams, Bai, George,
Bob Walton (Sixth Form),
Anderson, and Garrett.
Tribble, Williams, and
George were five-year
players for the Saints. As
a group they had three
winning seasons and
compiled a 23-16 record.
They will be forever
remembered as a group
of young men who chose
to commit themselves
to improving every day
and making the football
program better. They
worked hard, and adopted
the motto “Nihile Sine
Labore,” meaning Nothing
Without Effort.
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Varsity Boys’ Soccer
Coach Patrick F. Matthyssens
MVP: Alex Kim
MIP: Jason Kim
Coaches’ Award: Harry Masker

The start of the boys’
varsity soccer season
was met with much
uncertainty. Although the
team was bound to see
some improvements, the
Saints were left with many
holes in the lineup due
to graduation. The most
glaring need fell between
the pipes, left vacant by
the graduation of standout
keeper, Tucker Almany.
Luckily for the Saints,
Fourth Form newcomer
Botsile “Wilson” Ramabu
(150 saves) was the answer,
keeping the Saints in
games time and time
again. The Saints also
had to completely rebuild
their defense, returning
only one starter in Fourth
Former CJ DumebiKachikwu (1 goal, 1 assist).
Thankfully, the team was
up to the task, as Sixth
Formers Jason Kim, Eric
Han, and Nick Ndahiro
stepped up to provide
leadership and stability in
the back. Fifth Former,
Jordan Walendom (1 goal,
4 assists), recognized the
need for a strong center
back early in the season
and graciously volunteered
to lead the defense,
moving to center back
from his more natural
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position
of center
mid. New
to the sport,
but equally
pivotal to
the team’s
success,
Spencer
McNamee
(Fifth Form) often found
himself shadowing the
opposition’s best and
fastest players. Nirmal
Singletary (Fifth Form)
played outstanding
minutes off the bench,
giving the team great
flexibility due to his
ability to play any of the

defensive positions. At the
beginning of the season, it
seemed as if the cupboard
was bare, but each one of
these young men stepped
into their roles with
aplomb, giving maximum
effort. The successes of
the team were built upon
the solid foundation of the
defense.

The midfield was led
by the duo of Sixth Form
Captain, Harry Masker (1
goal, 3 assists), and Third
Former Sebastian Gomez
(3 goals, 1 assist), in the
middle, and flanked by
Fourth Formers Austin
Grandstaff (4 goals,
4 assists) and Thomas
Bacon (3 assists) on either
side. The play of these
four resulted in 11 of the
team’s 19 assists and 8 of
the team’s 28 goals. Their
play helped Sixth Formers
Alex Kim (team leading 6
goals, 3 assists) and Ryan
Stakes (4 goals in only five
games due to injury) find
themselves with many goal
scoring opportunities.
The Saints also received
outstanding contributions
off the bench from many
players. Fifth Former Shea
Pena (1 goal) was a force
to be reckoned with any
time he stepped on the
field in his jack-of-alltrades roll. Super sub,
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Jakin Jeong (Fifth Form),
scored three goals off the
bench, including a game
winner. Other goal scorers
included Benny Buah
(Fifth Form) with two and
Fourth Formers Owen
Horrigan and Wilson
Ramabu each with one.
Providing team support
and valuable minutes,
Rolando Patron (Fourth
Form), Griffin Almany
(Fourth Form), and Minh
Pham (Sixth Form) each
played a vital role in
the team’s successes this
season.
The Saints finished the
season with a record of
5-10-2, seeing tangible
improvements not only in
their skill on the field, but
also on the scoreboard on
game days. The beginning
of the season was met
with much adversity as the
Saints opened play with
several lopsided losses.
Adding insult to injury, in
these early season losses,
the Saint James squad also
lost several key players to

injury, at times playing
without as many as five
members of the starting
11. As the team returned
to good health, so did
their good fortune. The
highlight of the season
came when the Saints
beat cross-town rival
Saint Maria Goretti for
the first time in at least
three years. Feeling good
about their recent play,
the Saints came into the
game in good form and
with much confidence.
The Saints opened the
scoring midway through
the first half on a sequence
of passes building up
the right side of the field
between Austin Grandstaff
and Thomas Bacon.
Grandstaff sent a ball
across the goal, finding
Shea Pena on the back
post for a goal. This put
the Saints ahead 1-0.
Saint James controlled
play for much of the half,
but a mistake on defense
allowed Goretti to tie the
game at 1-1 heading into

halftime. Goretti opened
with a strong second half,
testing the defense early
and often but the Saints'
defense prevailed. Midway
through the second half,
Saint James struck gold
once again to take the lead
2-1. Sixth Form striker
Alex Kim pressured his
defender and stole the
ball. He quickly picked his
head up and found supersub, Jakin Jeong, streaking
down the middle. Jeong
remained composed and
placed the ball into the
bottom left corner of the
net, just out of reach of
the diving keeper. The
Gaels pressed for the
equalizer and in doing
so, a Goretti player broke
through the Saints defense
and was one-on-one with
the Saint James keeper.
However, Wilson Ramabu

was up to the task, making
a diving kick save from a
shot taken at point blank.
The Saints held on for the
victory over rival Goretti,
winning 2-1.
This game exemplified
the story of the 2017 Saint
James boys’ soccer season.
A season marked by senior
leadership, players both
new and old rising to the
challenge, and a team
proving that they are
capable of being better
than what others believed
they could be. The Gaels
were stunned that day.
And despite losing to
some very talented teams
to close the year, the
most common theme
from opposing coaches
throughout the season…
how much the Saints had
improved in just a year’s
time.
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Varsity Girls’ Soccer
Coach Laurie Douglass
MVP: Alli Jacobson
MIP: Brooke Adams
Coaches’ Award: Alexia Tiches

Nurtured by the
principles of Purpose,
Pride, and Passion,
each of the 21 members
of Girls’ Varsity Soccer
team used the 2017
season to strengthen
their understanding of
the obvious – passing,
shooting, trapping - but
also the many dynamics
that determine a team’s
ultimate success –
cooperation, mental
toughness, and trust.
Each player identified
her individual Purpose,
engaged in the process
of daily practices and
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games with
Pride, and
contributed
with a Passion
that allowed
the team to
function at
a high level
against some
of the most
skilled teams
in West
Virginia,
Maryland, and the District
of Columbia.
Comprised of an almost
equal mix of returners
and new players, team
captains Lilly Noel,

Tessa Douglass, and
Brooke Adams (all Fifth
Formers) led the way
in incorporating new
into old. They are the
living and breathing
embodiment of the
coaches’ expectations and
they model it through
their dedication, their
hard work, and their
commitment. By holding
themselves to the highest
standards, they set the
tone in the summer, in the
preseason, in the locker
room, on the practice
field, in warm-ups, and in
games. Their leadership
is instrumental in creating
the culture that allows the
team to be successful.
First year players began
trickling into the program
as schedules and distance
allowed, beginning in
the spring and moving
on into summer league
games and workouts.

Samantha Briggs (Third
Form), Zoe Schlotterbeck
(Second Form), and Abby
Barnes (Fourth Form)
would all eventually
earn starting positions
on defense where they
worked in tandem with
Adams, Alexia Tiches
(Sixth Form), and Lauren
Aguila (Third Form) to
make it extremely difficult
for opposing teams to get
within striking distance of
our exemplary goalkeeper,
Skylar Treadwell (Fourth
Form). Treadwell’s
outstanding skill and
athleticism earned her
an astounding 284 saves,
one a penalty kick and
countless breakaways over
the course of the season.
She led a defense that
earned six of the team’s
nine victories via shutout
and five wins that were
hard earned by the narrow
margin of only one goal.
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Erin Miller (Fifth
Form), Peyton Wyndham
(Fourth Form), and
Reagan Bradley
(Third Form) were first
introduced to the team
in early August when they
joined 15 teammates at a
camp held at Shepherd
University. The benefits
of team camp were many.
Not only did players
receive an intense crash
course in defensive
principles, but more
importantly, they fostered
the relationships and
camaraderie that would
see them through the
challenges of a long,
demanding season of
competition. Although
Wyndham ended up
sidelined by injury,
Miller and Bradley played
vital roles for the team.
They joined returners
Samantha Brown (Fourth
Form), Maya Drabcyzk
(Fourth Form), Alli
Jacobson (Third Form) in
the midfield and stepped
up to every challenge asked
of them, whether it was
being a spark of energy
off the bench or playing
their hearts out in virtually
every minute of our two,
season defining, 1-0
victories over IPSL rivals
Goretti and Mercersburg.
Team camp was also
where youngsters, Nicole
Lambert (Second Form)
and Chaltu Watkins
(Second Form) found
themselves thrown into
the demanding world of
Varsity athletics. Both
attacked the challenge with

quiet determination and
took full advantage of the
season’s opportunities to
hone their understanding
of the sport and their
individual skills in a way
that positions them well
for the years to come.
During preseason, we
welcomed back our
New Jersey contingent
- Francine Diaz (Third
Form), Angie Antoine
(Fourth Form), Amanda
Reyes (Sixth Form), our
Ghanian cheerleader,
Simone Addo (Third
Form), and our new
Assistant Coach, Ms.
Catherine Miller. Our
roster was complete, a
diverse, colorful, unique
microcosm of all that
makes Saint James special,
ready to face the challenges
ahead.
Tactically, this season
focused on a strategic
formation change that
funneled the majority
of our resources toward
defending the goal.
Necessarily this left the
burden of the offensive
work on our three most
versatile players. The
attacking trifecta of Noel,
Douglass, and Jacobson
combined for 17 of the 22
total goals and more than
half of the 15 recorded
assists. Over 70 percent of
the offense flowed through
these three players.
Despite missing the first
eight games of the season
with a stress fracture,
Jacobson led the scoring
with eight goals in 10
games. Her unparalleled

work in practices and
games makes her an impact
player in every sense of the
word.
The Girls’ Varsity
Soccer team ended the
season with a record of
9-8-1, numbers which
do little to reflect the
heart, the soul, and the
courage that every player
and coach poured into
the season. Every single
person made an impact
and without any one of

them, the experience
would have been different
and somehow less. It’s
an exciting time to be on
the Girls’ Varsity Soccer
team; the future looks
bright and the possibilities
are endless. Thank you
to all the parents, faculty
and staff in the greater
Saint James community
that helped to make it a
positive season in such a
variety of ways.

For the past several years, members of the Girls' Varsity
Soccer team have been pen pals with the soccer team at
Kenyon College, alma mater of SJS coach Laurie Douglass.
They were excited to have the chance to meet this season
when the Kenyon team visited the Saint James campus in
October, and then the SJS team watched Kenyon play at
Stevenson University.
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Varsity Volleyball
Coach Jessica Schlotterbeck
MVP: Joelle Schultz
MIP: Morgan Moseley
Coaches’ Award: Caroline Bowers

The season started off
with a new head coach,
Jessica Schlotterbeck, and
a new assistant coach,
Peyton Wallech. Coach
Schlotterbeck cast a vision
of each athlete focusing
on giving her best every
day and how that would
translate to team health
and success. Coach
Wallech’s knowledge of the
game, including coaching
front and back row attacks
and blocks, challenged and
propelled the team higher.
Assistant coach Katherine
Proctor returned for a
second year with a specialty
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in team
management
and statistics.
Her attention
to detail
and daily
challenges
were vital to
the team’s
success.
The coaches
worked
together to
train and equip a team
where six out of 12 players
were new to varsity, with
some even new to the
sport.
Even with the odds

stacked against them, the
Saints rolled through most
of the season with success,
and a winning record
(14-9). The team grew
stronger with every game.
Some highlights from the
season include:
• Coming in second
place in the Spartan
Annual tournament;
• Securing a victory
over Maryland School
for the Deaf, which
has been several years
coming;
• Standing beside our
rivals Goretti as they
supported a family
member with cancer;
• Taking several matches
to five games (never
giving up);
• Winning the senior
night match in three
games and celebrating
with our seniors;
• Sharing time and
our sport with a girl

scout troop at a city
elementary school;
and
• Casey Kwon (Sixth
Form) performing the
national anthem at all
of our home matches.
Each young lady on this
team was valuable and
necessary to this success.
Christa Bartlett (Fifth
Form) was a first year
volleyball player. She
reminded us to not take
ourselves too seriously
and to laugh. Bartlett
led the team cheers and
improved greatly in her
volleyball skills. Rachel
Levasseur (Fourth Form)
was injured and couldn’t
compete this season, and
we’re looking forward to
having her back next year.
Second Former Katherine
Charleton started as
a serving specialist for
much of the year, and her
defense improved as the
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season progressed, even
learning and executing
how to dive after the ball.
She had 79 serves in and
31 were aces. Michaela
Siegel (Fourth Form)
became a consistently
key defensive specialist
this season. She stepped
up and finished the year
with 66 digs. Veronica
Rodriguez-Ruiz (Fifth
Form) played her first
season on varsity and aided
the team on defense and
with her serving. Morgan
Moseley (Fourth Form)
competed this year for the
first time in volleyball. She
started as a middle hitter.
Moseley consistently
practiced and trained to
make improvements to
her game every week. She
finished the year with 74
kills and 43 blocks (second
on the team).
Returning players Olivia
Windle and Shirley Mao
(both Sixth Form) shared

the role of offside hitters
and serving specialists
this year. Both of them
are great women. Our
returning Third Form
setter Caroline Bowers
was a workhorse this
year--she never came off

the court. She had 649
assists and 193 serves in.
Bowers was a positive
beam of light, and a truly
dedicated, selfless team
player.
Our three other
returning starters were
asked to do the impossible
and succeeded most
nights. Fifth former
Alessia Regazzoni
inspired our team to set
high goals and she was a
key in accomplishing most
of them. Regazzoni was
on fire this season, with
174 serves in (second on
the team) and 51 aces.
She racked up 112 kills,
9 blocks, and 57 digs.
Trinity Schlotterbeck
(Fifth Form) was a
powerhouse for us. She
led the team with her
example and will to win.
Schlotterbeck had 121
serves in and almost half

(59) were aces. She led
the team in both kills
(238) and digs (65),
showing her well-rounded
capabilities. Our Sixth
Form Captain was fouryear starter Joelle Schultz.
She commanded the court
with her front row attacks
and blocks, and with her
ability to be one of our
best passers. Schultz had
150 serves in, 34 aces, and
212 kills which was second
on the team. She led the
team with 43 blocks and
96 digs. Shultz helped do
whatever it took for the
team to be successful. A
true MVP on and off the
court, she was consistently
great, humble, and above
all, kind.
With young talent on the
JV team, we are looking
forward to next year.
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32ND SAINT JAMES
INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT
FEBRUARY 1-3, 2018
Mark your calendars! The 2018 Saint James Invitational
Tournament (SJIT) will take place at Saint James School,
February 1-3, 2018. Local and nationally-ranked teams will
compete in this historic boys' varsity basketball tournament.
One of the most popular tournaments in the School's
history, the SJIT took place for nearly three decades before
concluding in 2002. Two years ago, this celebrated
tradition returned, bringing nationally-ranked teams
back to the Saint James School field house for three days
of competitive basketball. We hope you will join us for the
2018 SJIT.
This year's eight-team field includes:
Saint James School
Benedictine College Preparatory (Richmond, VA)
Findlay Prep (Henderson, NV)
Our Savior New American School (Centereach, NY)
Riverdale Baptist (Upper Marlboro, MD)
St. Benedict's Prep (Newark, NJ)
Sunrise Christian (Witchita, KS)
Vashon High School (St. Louis, MO)
Alumni Reception
Alumni and their guests are invited to stop by the Dance
Studio for pre-game refreshments and camaraderie.
When: Friday evening, February 2 and
Saturday afternoon, February 3
Where: Alumni Hall, Dance Studio
Information about sponsorships and other SJIT details are
available online: www.stjames.edu/sjit.
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22nd Annual "Swing for Scholarships" Golf Classic

Golfers teed off in support of the Saint James scholarship
fund on Friday, October 6 for the 22nd Annual "Swing for
Scholarships" at the Musket Ridge Golf Club. The event was
hosted by the Alumni Council and brings together Saint
James parents, alumni, parents of alumni, and friends for a
fun day of golf at a picturesque course.
"We would like to thank all of the players and sponsors of
the 22nd Annual Golf Classic. It was an amazing day with
beautiful weather, all while supporting a great cause," said
Greg Wilson, Assistant Director of Development & Alumni
Relations.
After driving, chipping, and putting their way through
the 18-hole course, the golfers enjoyed appetizers and the
announcement of prize winners. We are grateful to each
player and sponsor for their generous support of this event.

Winning Team:

Dale Walter, Hank Walter,
Anne Sechler & Chuck
Ungram

2nd Place:

Don Woodruff, Gary
Woodruff, Andrew Stifler,
& Wayne Van Sant

3rd Place:

Bobby Wilson, Bryan
Davis, Chip Davis, &
Nick Samet

Closest to the Pin #8:

Wayne Van Sant

Closest to the Pin #17: Harry Volz
Longest Drive:

John Berry

Putting Contest:

William Pershin

Follow Saint James on the web and through social media.
WEB
stjames.edu

INSTAGRAM
instagram.com/onlyatsjs/

SOCIAL MEDIA MASHUP WEBPAGE
stjames.edu/mashup

TWITTER
twitter.com/onlyatSJS

FACEBOOK
facebook.com/SaintJamesSchoolMaryland

YOUTUBE
youtube.com/SaintJamesSchoolMD
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Annus Mirabilis – Miracle Year – in the U.S.A
Mark Ellison '83 recounts his year spent at Saint James School, leading the
Cross Country team to an undefeated season and setting records along the way.

This is the story of how two dogs, two great running coaches, a team of excellent
athletes at Saint James, one amazing school chef, a famous International Exchange
Program based in London, and a very old English boarding School founded in 1525,
all came together to produce one of Saint James' greatest ever sporting seasons.
The Starting Line: Sedbergh School
Growing up in England I had two
dreams... to become a great longdistance runner and to go to America.
Having shown promise in middle- and
long-distance running at a young
age, my parents sent me to a famous
old boarding school in the North of
England at age 13 in 1977. They sent
me to Sedbergh School for two reasons;
firstly, to get an excellent education,
and secondly, to win Sedbergh's famous
Ten Mile race and, quite possibly, to
break the legendary record, which had
stood since 1899.
Sedbergh's Ten Mile race is possibly
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the oldest ten-mile race in the world.
It is certainly the toughest school race
in Great Britain. The race is 10.2
miles long, with two-thirds of it being
run over very large, steep hills and
over a huge boggy peat moorland with
enormous ravines. In my five years at
Sedbergh, I was fortunate enough to
break eight middle- and long-distance
school records, including the first sub
two-minute 800 metres/half mile since
athletics began at the school in 1886,
the mile record, the 4.7 Mile Match
Course record, and the cross country
course records at two other very
competitive schools.

Ellison training at Antietam Battlefield in 1982.
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I did win the Ten Mile race twice
-- in 1981 and 1982. However, due to
the wettest March on record since 1873
occurring in the Northwest of England
in 1981, and due to my own crazy
over-training in 1982, I did not break
Sedbergh's historic Ten Mile record.
It was quite simply the one record
that got away. However, thanks to good
fortune, my dream of going to America
did not elude my grasp.
The English Speaking Union
The English Speaking Union of the
Commonwealth is an international
student exchange organization located
in London, England. The Patron of
the English Speaking Union is Queen
Elizabeth II. It was founded by Royal
Charter in 1918 after the horrors of
World War One to promote global
unity through education and Exchange
Scholarships between boarding schools
in America and Great Britain.
After a series of interviews in front of
panels of highly respected headmasters
and headmistresses from some of
Britain's finest private schools, I was
fortunate enough to win one of only 20
full scholarships to go to an American
boarding school for a year.
To my absolute amazement and
delight, on the 15th of September
1982, I boarded a jumbo jet at
Heathrow to fly to Dulles Airport in
Washington, D.C., to spend a full year
at Saint James School, one of the oldest
boarding schools in America.
It was a dream come true, but little
did I know just what a fine school Saint
James would turn out to be.
Saint James School
On arrival at Saint James I was
given a warm welcome by the senior
students, and then at dinner, I met the
headmaster, Father Owens.
Father Owens was an unassuming,
humble man and a fine headmaster.
Not only had he been educated

at Columbia University and the
University of Maryland, but he had also
been the Captain and Commanding
Officer of Company "C" in the 354th
Infantry during the re-taking of France
and Germany in World War Two.
For his selfless and heroic actions
during the Rhine crossing, he was
awarded the Silver Star. For his bravery
near Thal he was awarded the Bronze
Star. In both battles he not only turned
the tide against the enemy, but also
saved many lives. Clearly Saint James
had a headmaster of tremendous
character guiding the school to ever
Ellison and coach Albert Watson.
greater heights.
runners at Saint James? How good were the
At the end of dinner Father Owens
schools we would compete against? Could I
introduced me to the whole school. As
possibly win or would I get left in the dust?
he sat down a loud authoritative voice
What kind of courses would we be racing over?
said, "Mark Ellison to see me after
What kind of training would we be doing? And
dinner!"
so on.
Was I in trouble already?
Two days later I was about to get
As requested, I walked over to
many
of my questions answered in
meet the master who had made the
the first trial for the 1982 Saint James
announcement. Mr. Albert Watson
School Cross Country Team.
was the Head of English and the
Senior Running Coach. He was a
To discover how the 1982 Saint
distinguished man who had degrees
James Cross Country Team and two
from both Harvard and Yale. We
great running coaches, their two
exchanged friendly pleasantries for a
dogs, and one amazing school chef, all
while and then we wandered across the
came together to produce one of Saint
campus to his house chatting in the
James' greatest ever sporting seasons
summer evening air.
visit: www.stjames.edu/Ellison
"Mark, we've got a good bunch of
runners this year. We just
need a great front runner
to inspire the guys and help
us win the matches," he
said. "I've read about your
running at your school in
England and I see you had
some success there. We've
got a team trial on Friday.
Would you like to try out
for the team?"
"Sure," I said. As you
would imagine I had all
of the typical questions
The 1982 Saint James Undefeated "Super A" Cross Country
whirring around in my
Team training by the Potomac River: Tom Swiers, Ty Hoffman,
mind. How good were the
Mark Ellison, Jay Turner, and Bart Malloy.
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Wislar created Artiodactyl
Aloft (“Arty”), a life-sized
hippopotamus sculpture
covered entirely in textiles
and more than 15,000
upholstery tacks.
Read more on page 59.
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Making a
(Fashion)
Statement

My Fondest Memories

A Tribute to Ms. Sandra Pollock and Mr. Marty Collin by Lizzy Benchoff '00

O

ne night over hibachi
at the House of Kobe,
Sandra and Marty, or Ms.
Pollock and Mr. Collin asked me to
give a speech in their honor. Make it
funny, they added. No pressure.
Well, normally I would ring-up
my nearest and dearest high school
teachers/advisors for help. Not this
time. Not for this speech.
As I began to think back over
my relationship with them and my
time at Saint James, some things
rushed back to me. But a lot of
things seemed harder to reach in my
memory. Great, I thought, this is this
early onset Alzheimer's. In a bit of a
panic, I reached out to a few of my
classmates on Facebook since we can
do that now.
I thought to myself: When did our
story begin?
I first visited Saint James as a sixth
grader on Columbus Day in 1993.
I visited my soon-to-be school as a
wide-eyed 11-year-old. That fall, I
attended Saint James as First Form
student. My first English teacher
was Ms. Pollock. We read Beowulf and
commenced to writing lots and lots
of papers. One of the things I do
remember well was seeing a big red
F on my first English exam. I think
that was the first and last F of my
academic career. Who better to give it
to me than Ms. Pollock, who was also
my trusted academic advisor. No way
to hide that one.
I remember countless hilarious
advisor meetings in her office and I

remember another milestone in my
me that I am enough and sometimes
life in that office. Fast forward six
too much.
years to college application time.
They are both finally graduating
I received a letter from a school.
from Saint James. They will be free
I was a legacy, but the news was not
on weekends, and relieved from
good. I had been waitlisted. I was
dorm duty, work squad, study hall,
gutted. I couldn't believe what I was
and late English papers.
reading. Ms. Pollock consoled me
To Ms. Pollock and Mr. Collin:
Costume
Designer
and
and reassured me that I would find
YouSculpture
did it 27 yearsArtist,
later....
the place that
was best for Wislar
me. Of (Beth Powell '93) Uses
Elizabeth
course sheFabric,
was right. Color,
I did find and
the Texture to Tell a Story
perfect school for me!
Some of my fondest memories
Artistic expression comes in many forms. For some, it’s paint on a canvas,
include:
striking chords on a guitar, or turning words on paper into poetry. For
Full-contact musical chairs. Several
Elizabeth (Powell) Wislar ’93, it’s fabric.
people had to go to the infirmary.
Wislar has spent nearly 20 years as a costume designer, bringing characters
Needless to say, we didn't get to do
to life through the visual design of garments and accessories. She has designed
that again.
more than 200 shows and built more than 150 productions in the Chicago
Bagel bites.
area and nationally in collaboration with many of the prevailing theaters, opera
Cast Parties.
companies, and local universities.
Singing “Manos Arriba,” also
A Hagerstown, Maryland native, Wislar earned her BA/BFA from
known as “Hands up.”
Washington University in St. Louis and went on to receive an MFA in Costume
I could always depend on the fact
Design and Technology from Pennsylvania State University. She spent five
that I had an English paper that was
years as the Assistant Designer/Head Draper for the annual Baroque Handel
going to be due, one that was due,
Opera Festival in Göttingen, Germany. Wislar is the 2004 recipient of the
and one that was late. In fact, I still
Michael Maggio Emerging Designer Award, as well as multiple other awards
have a recurring nightmare about not
and nominations. In 2011, she founded Chicago Custom Costumes, a private
being able to find my class schedule
build shop located in the historic Fine Arts Building on Michigan Avenue in
to tell me which classroom to go to,
downtown Chicago.
and having a paper I never finished.
Looking back, Wislar can recall watching the Carol Burnett Show with her
They have provided me with laughs
grandfather and realizing there were people behind the actors whose decisions
that last a lifetime...well, since 1994.
were impacting the production of the show.
And last but not least, Ms. Pollock
“In one skit, Carol Burnett is playing Scarlett O'Hara from Gone with the Wind
and Mr. Collin are both true and
and, to mock the scene where she makes a dress from the curtains to impress
loyal friends who are always there to
Rhett Butler, Carol comes down the stairs wearing the entire curtain, with
encourage me and pick me up when
the curtain rod still in it...THIS is when I realized that there were designers
I fall.
making choices. Designing. The dress was a collaboration between Carol
They have been, and will always be,
Burnett and Bob Makie. And to this day, I hear my grandfather guffawing every
sounding boards for life decisions.
time I watch that skit,” said Wislar.
Ms. Pollock and Mr. Collin taught
continued on pg. 58 
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 Wislar (continued from pg. 57)

Wislar began college as a fashion
design major, but quickly realized
the fashion industry wasn’t for
her. If not for a lucky break, her
impressive career may not have been
realized. Wislar submitted a work
study application, mentioning that
she could sew in the ‘special skills’
section. She was soon put to work
in the costume shop. Costume
designers must possess strong
artistic capabilities and a thorough
knowledge of pattern development,
draping, drafting, textiles, and
fashion history. Wislar found herself
introduced to a whole new world,
one that brought her passions
together.
“I had no idea that existed. The
woman who ran the shop and the
theater design program, Bonnie
Kruger, convinced me to combine
my love of creating and drawing
into a career in costume design. She
took me under her wing and became

Wislar in her costume shop at Lycoming College.

a mentor, role model, and today I
consider her a good friend,” said
Wislar.
While at Saint James, Wislar found
the School to have compassion and
empathy for her as a self-identified
“outsider.” At the time, art classes
were only available to upperclassmen,
but Wislar inquired about enrolling

and the rule was waived for her.
“I was still held to those rigorous
standards, but when it came to
the artistic side of me, that was
absolutely encouraged and fostered
and nurtured, and I don’t think I
would have gotten that elsewhere.
It allowed me to find my voice
and my strength and have coping

Creativity at Work: Costumes Produced by Wislar

Neverwhere, Lifeline Theatre in Chicago

ThreePenny, Northwestern University

Roosevelt University Opera

Romeo and Juliet, Tacoma Opera

Urinetown, BoHo Theatre in Chicago

Were the World Mine, Major Motion Picture
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mechanisms I’ve taken with me my
whole life,” said Wislar.
Despite her interest in the arts,
Wislar did not participate in theater
while at Saint James.
“Marty Collin tried repeatedly
to engage me in the theater
department, and I think he saw me
better than I saw myself,” said Wislar.
“I remember walking across campus
with my head down, spring semester
of my senior year, and he grabbed me
and said, ‘You’re a strong educated
woman, you’ve gotten into a good
school [Washington University of
St. Louis], don’t get in the way of
yourself.”
Not only did she not get in the
way, Wislar found her professional
calling and thrived. At the height of
her career, she designed 25 shows
in one year, quite an ambitious
achievement.
“It is a fast-paced, deadlinespecific job. There are numerous
meetings, contract negotiations,
fittings, budgets, staff, shopping...
then dress rehearsals and the
whirlwind of opening a show,
followed by what feels all-too-soon,
the final performance, striking all
of the costumes, turning in final
receipts, and seeing that all borrowed
or rented items are returned
(clean),” said Wislar. “I did not do
anything else for an entire year. I
really don't know how I did it.”
In 2015, Wislar sold Chicago
Custom Costumes and joined
Lycoming College in the rolling
mountains of rural Pennsylvania
where her new mission in life is
to participate in the development
of new artistic collaborators and
technicians, training them for the
multitude of diverse opportunities.

“I had every intention of going
into education; that’s why I pursued
my master’s degree right after
college. I had a very strong mentor in
college [Kruger], and I wanted to be
that person for somebody else,” said
Wislar.
Now in her third year at Lycoming,
Wislar feels it’s “absolutely everything
I was meant to do.” She has more
time to spend with her two nineyear old daughters, who are her first
priority. “These are their pivotal
years, and my attention goes there
first.”
Leaving the fast-paced costume
design world also left Wislar
with more time to pursue other
artistic interests, including fabric
sculptures. In 2016, Wislar created
Artiodactyl Aloft (“Arty”), a lifesized hippopotamus sculpture
covered entirely in textiles and
over 15,000 upholstery tacks.
Arty was commissioned as part of
a collaboration with illustrator
Elizabeth Hughes for a large private
event in Chicago, and was featured at
the event to much critical acclaim.
Wislar had done other fabric

installations while in Chicago, but
nothing to this scale. A taxidermy
company in North Carolina had
the only available source form, a
sculpture originally carved in the
1950s.
“When I asked about purchasing
the form, they asked ‘are you actually
doing this?’ They were referring to
hippos being a hard form to work
with. I could sense their excitement
when I picked it up. I spent the next
several months covering it one tack at
a time in my garage,” Wislar said.
Wislar has been asked to submit
again for another sculpture and
also continues to design with many
local theaters. She was just made
an Artistic Affiliate at Bloomsburg
Theatre Ensemble and is active
with both the Theater and Opera
Departments of Bucknell University.
She is also directing a very endearing
and whimsical production with
Lycoming College of Qui Nguyen's
She Kills Monsters.
Whether designing costumes or
life-sized hippos, Wislar has proven
fabric to be a beautiful palette.

Artiodactyl Aloft

FACTS ABOUT ARTY
• Covered in textiles and
more than 15,000
upholstery tacks
• 9 feet long, 3.5 feet wide, 4 feet tall
• Approximately 300 pounds
• Originally suspended 10 feet from the
floor via an external harness
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Saint James Seeks
2018 Award Nominations

During Alumni Weekend, the Alumni Council hosts a
dinner and awards ceremony in honor of SJS alumni.
Three awards may be presented: the Alumni Award,
the Exceptional Service Award, and the Kerfoot Society
for Distinguished Faculty—all sponsored by the Alumni
Council. We invite alumni to nominate deserving
candidates. Below is information about each award.

Alumni Award

Each year, the Saint James School Alumni Council
honors alumni who have distinguished themselves with
outstanding service to the School and to society. Alumni
of the School may nominate candidates for this award.
Nomination and selection criteria include:
• Active service to the School. For example, someome
who served, or serves as a Class Agent, Trustee, or
Alumni Council Member
• Or, active leadership with the School. For example,
someone who has helped plan an Alumni Weekend
or other alumni events; or, someone who has
helped lead fundraising efforts (i.e., for the
School's Annual Fund, Endowment, or Capital
Campaign)

Exceptional Service Award

The Exceptional Service Award honors individuals who
have provided exceptional service to the School and its
alumni. Nominees do not need to be alumni or faculty
of the School. The award is presented at the discretion of
the Alumni Council. Nominations are considered on an
annual basis. Both current and previous faculty and staff
members are eligible for this award. Alumni and friends
of the School may nominate candidates for this award.

Kerfoot Society for Distinguished Faculty

Established to recognize faculty members who
distinguished themselves above and beyond the call
of duty, the Kerfoot Society for Distinguished Faculty
was originally suggested by Jeremy H. Biggs '54 when
he served as President and Chairman of the Board of
Trustees. He expressed that "a good part of the soul of the
School is, and always has been, the wonderful and longserving faculty who have been important to its history and
to the lives of its students."
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Alumni of the School may nominate candidates for this
award.
Nomination and selection criteria include:
• Serving as a positive influence for students and
exhibiting strong moral character
• Serving as a mentor to students
• Showing dedication and loyalty to the School
community
• Exhibiting outstanding service as a coach and/
or providing exemplary service as an advisor for
non-athletic activities (examples: yearbook advisor,
Mummers' Society advisor, etc.)

Nominees Must:
• Be retired, or no longer on staff
• Have served Saint James School for a minimum of
10 years
• Have served as a teacher or librarian
Individuals Eligible for Kerfoot Induction:
Craig and Elizabeth Allen
Martin Collin
Norman Dill
Robert Dinsmore
Benjamin Drake
Robert Grab
Hazel Hoyer

Aleda James
Beverly Lamb
Charles G. Meehan '65
Walter McKinley
Sandra Pollock
Roger Ross

How to submit your nominations:
Nominations may be mailed, faxed, or emailed to
the Office of Development and Alumni Relations.
To download a nomination form, please visit:
www.stjames.edu/alumninomination.
Deadline: January 15, 2018
By Mail:

Saint James School
Office of Alumni Relations
17641 College Road
Hagerstown, MD 21740

By Fax:

301-739-0043

By Email:

gwilson@stjames.edu

| classmates |

Damage shown in Vieques, an island off the coast of Puerto Rico. (Photo by Kirsten Luce/New York Times)

William Beatty '61: Leader for Good
When Hurricane Maria tore
through Puerto Rico and other
islands in the Caribbean in late
September, it caused catastrophic
damage and a major humanitarian
crisis, with flooding and an aging
power grid leaving residents in the
dark. Maria may end up the most
destructive Atlantic storm on
record, with damage estimated at
$100 billion and relief efforts that
are still ongoing.
William Beatty, Jr. ’61, has been
heading up relief efforts in Vieques,
a small island eight miles east of the
Puerto Rican mainland. Beatty is the
Director of Client Services for the
American Red Cross and
coordinates immediate emergency
needs for victims of disasters around
the world. He served in the Air Force
for 37 years, and has been assisting
with relief efforts for close to 31
years. He has been to all 50 states
and many countries as part of his

service.
Beatty has been in Vieques since
relief efforts began, and was home
for only a short visit before he was
heading back. The Red Cross
provides service for food, clothing,
shelter, and medication. He has a
team of 6,000 workers who report
to him.
“For most relief efforts, we are
on site until the job is done or until
somebody else takes over, like FEMA
or private insurance,” he said. “Our
job is providing assistance to the
people and assisting with damage
assessment.”
At the time of the interview,
Beatty said Vieques had about 60
percent electricity restored. He
felt the conditions in Vieques are
better than the main land because
the population is smaller and more
contained, and the military was able
to assist with distributing food. The
biggest problem may be that the

island is
isolated, with
everything
arriving by barge,
including
people who staff
the hospital.
“They’ve got a
beautiful, fully functioning hospital,
but nobody to staff it because they
couldn’t get there,” he said.
He is hoping to be home by
Christmas.
“If I get home for Christmas, then
we’ll be done. That’s my feeling, but
there’s no official timetable,” he said.
“The Red Cross will be there until
the job is done. We’ve always
professed that.”
Beatty said he feels blessed to be in
a position to assist others when they
need it most.
“This to me is everything,” he said.
“I’ll do this until the day I die.”
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Class Notes
1950

Jack Efird continues his
travels around the world. In
August, he took a cruise in
Norway to the Arctic Circle,
and in January he will depart
for Australia, New Zealand,
and Abu Dhabi.

Turner and David Crowley, with
bridesmaids, including Julia Anne
McKeachie '06 (top right) and
Margaret Viera '05 (middle right).
Henry Davenport '54

1954

Henry Davenport celebrated
his 70th anniversary of
becoming a Saint James
student with cake and ice
cream at lunch in the Kerfoot
Refectory on September 22.
Henry started at Saint James
in 1947 at age 11, when the
School had lower grades. He
told students, "the training
and discipline you learn at
Saint James will take you far
in life."

1959

Paul H. Knetsche is
celebrating 10 years of
retirement and shares that he
is "still enjoying every minute
of doing just what I like."

2003

Ben Naylor and his wife
Kathleen welcomed their
son, George O’hara Naylor,
on October 12, 2017. George
joins big brother Bill, who is
3. The family lives in Suffern,
NY where Ben works as Chief
of Staff at SUNY Rockland.
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2005

Turner Clarke Crowley
married David Crowley in
Virginia in June. Julia Anne
McKeachie '06 and Margaret
Viera '05 were bridesmaides.
Turner says, "I am forever
grateful for meeting such
wonderful friends during
my time at Saint James." The
Crowleys live in Massachusetts
where Turner works in
Advancement at the College
of the Holy Cross.

2007

William S. Jeffery married
Jaclyn Woolsey on September
30 in Charleston, SC. The
service was officiated by Father
Dunnan.

The Wollard-Spangler wedding: Gyra Chan '08, Eric Blake '08, Brad
Kretzer '08 (back), Wes Wollard '08 (front), Stephanie Spangler '08
(front), Sarah Louderback '08 (back), Hannah Sackett '08, Robert
Kornides, Luke Salisbury '08.

2008

C. Wesley Wollard III
and Stephanie Spangler
were married in May 2016
at Walker's Overlook in
Walkersville, MD. The
wedding was officiated by
the Rev. Mark A. Michael,
former SJS Chaplain. Many
Saint James' friends were
in attendance. The couple
resides in Charlottesville, VA,
where Stephanie is pursuing
an MBA/MEd from the
University of Virginia and
Wes continues to work for the
U.S. Department of Justice.

Connor Abeles '14

2014

Connor Abeles is a senior
at Emerson College who is
also known as rapper "Cab
Ellis." After working on a
project for more than two
years, he recently released his
15-song mixtape, "Gorgeous
Nonsense."

Ryan Abbott '14 with former SJS
advisor, Mr. Jim James.

Grant Golden '16

Ryan Abbott, a placekicker
for Bloomsburg University,
was named the Pennsylvania
State Athletic Conference
Special Teams Player of
the Week in November. He
finished 2017 with the #11
nationally-ranked field goal
percentage in Division II.

Grant Golden is playing
basketball at the University
of Richmond and was named
the Atlantic 10 Conference
Rookie of the Week on
November 27, after averaging
19.5 points per game and 6.3
rebounds.

2014

2016
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Class Notes
2017

Tucker Almany is attending St. Joseph’s
University in Philadelphia where he is a
member of the men’s lacrosse team.

In Memorium

Bequests (page 50): The School is grateful
to have received two additional bequests in
2016-2017 from:

Faculty News

Mr. Casey Hoffman, Director of IT, and
his wife, Lindsay, welcomed a baby girl,
London Marie Hoffman, on November
17, 2017.

The Estate of Rogers M. Fred, Jr. ‘45
Mr. William W. Whitescarver ‘53

Terence Robinson Blackwood '41
(pictured above) died on September
27, 2017. A WWII veteran, Terry
is survived by his wife, Bette,
their nine children and spouses/
partners, their many grandchildren,
and a growing number of greatgrandchildren.
William J. Fetter, Jr. '51 died on
August 31, 2017. He was the father
of William J. Fetter III '78 and
Eugene W. Fetter '83.
Louis W. Burton ‘53 passed away on
October 17, 2017. He was survived
by his son, Michael L. Burton.

Annual Fund Gift and Recognition
Clubs (pp. 8-15):
The following donors should be included under
the category of The Trustees Circle (gifts from
$10,000 - $24,999):
Mr. Yi Lin and Mrs. Xiao Fu
The following donors should be included under
the category of The 1842 Society (gifts from
$500 - $999):
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan E. Zawie
Annual Fund Gifts by Alumni (pp.
22- 27): The following donor should be
included under the Class of ’66:

Mr. Dennis E. McGaha ‘66

GET IN TOUCH
WITH US

Christopher A. Hughes
Named Head of
Garrison Forest School
Chris Hughes, former Saint
James School Director of
College Counseling and Dean
of Students, was recently named
the 12th Head of Garrison Forest
School in Owings Mills, MD. He
is currently the Upper School
Principal at St. Paul Academy
and Summit School in St. Paul,
MN. We wish Chris and his
family all the best in his new
role.

Annual Report
Corrections and
Clarifications

Alan Layton Hayzlett’76 (pictured
above) died on October 11, 2017. He
is survived by his wife, Diane, his
mother, Margarett S. Hayzlett, and
his brothers, Stephen D. Hayzlett
'73 and Jeffrey T. Hayzlett '75.
John Worth Clark '79 passed away
on September 10. He was survived
by his wife, Teresa Jarmul.

The Office of Development and
Alumni Relations
wants to hear from you. Send
your news items to:
Kim Dudash
Director of
Communications
Saint James School
17641 College Road
Hagerstown, MD, 21740
or, send an e-mail to:
kdudash@stjames.edu
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Become a Member of

The Fountain Rock Society
Through a Legacy Gift
to Saint James School
First in a series of articles that will explore different ways that you can support
Saint James, now and in the future, by making a planned gift to the School.
Making a planned gift is a
wonderful way to show your support
and appreciation for Saint James and
its mission while accommodating
your own personal financial, estateplanning, and philanthropic goals.
Many members of the Saint James
community have taken the time
to make thoughtful, planned gifts
and have thereby become members
of The Fountain Rock Society.
The Fountain Rock Society was

established by the Board of Trustees
to honor those alumni, parents,
grandparents, and friends who
choose to sustain the mission of
Saint James School through planned
and estate gifts.
To ensure that Saint James will
continue to thrive, the members
of the Fountain Rock Society have
faithfully met the challenge of
building the School’s endowment by
making Saint James a beneficiary of

their estate plan. They invite you to
join with them by including Saint
James in your estate plan today.
To request information about
making a legacy gift to Saint James
or to notify the School of your
estate plans, please contact the
Development Office at 301-7339330, or mmmcguigan@stjames.
edu.

Join the 175th Mug Club!

Contribute to the 2017-18 Annual Fund and Receive a
Commemorative Mug and Lapel Pin
During this special 175th anniversary year, we invite you to
make a gift of $1,000 or more to the Annual Fund to join the
175th Mug Club. For your generous donation, you will receive
the exclusive 175th mug and lapel pin shown to the left. Your
Annual Fund gifts make a difference to many members of the
SJS community, providing financial aid to students, supporting
visual and performing arts programming, student enrichment
activities, and a wide range of athletic opportunities.

How to Give
You may give online, by mail, or by wire transfer.
To learn more, visit: www.stjames.edu/waystogive

The Fountain Rock Society
Established by the Board of Trustees, the Fountain Rock Society honors those alumni, parents, grandparents,
and friends who choose to sustain the mission of Saint James School through planned and estate gifts.

What is a qualifying gift?
Bequests (through your will or living trust)
Retirement assets (through a beneficiary designation)
Charitable remainder or lead trusts
Charitable gift annuities
Life insurance (by gift or beneficiary designation)

BEQUESTS
A bequest is a written statement in your will directing
that specific assets, or a percentage of your estate,
will be transferred to Saint James School upon your
death. Bequests are the backbone of all planned giving
programs and historically have been the most popular
form of planned gift. They are easy to understand
and do not require you to part with assets during your
lifetime.

RETIREMENT PLANS AND IRAs
You can avoid paying high rates of tax and reduce your
overall taxable estate by making Saint James School the
residual beneficiary of all or part of your retirement
assets. Use your plan’s standard beneficiary designation
to assign these assets to Saint James upon your death.
These assets will automatically transfer to Saint James
upon your death and not be taxable in your estate or on
your final income tax return.

LIFE INSURANCE
Life insurance affords you the opportunity to make
a gift at a sizeable face value for a minimal outlay of
cash. You may donate an existing policy, either fully
paid or partially paid, or a new policy. Simply name
Saint James School as a beneficiary of your policy on the
beneficiary designation form.

CHARITABLE TRUSTS
A charitable trust, also known as a split interest trust,
is any trust created, either during your lifetime or at
death, that has a charitable beneficiary or charitable
remainder.

Charitable Lead Trust
A charitable lead trust pays current annual income to Saint James
School for a specified number of years, with the trust principal
reverting to you or your family when the trust ends.
Charitable Remainder Trust
A charitable remainder trust is an irrevocable trust in which
you transfer cash or property to a trustee and, in return, your
beneficiaries receive income from the trust for life or a specified
term not to exceed twenty years. When the trust terminates, the
assets remaining in the trust will be transferred to Saint James
School as the charitable remainder beneficiaries.

CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY
A charitable gift annuity is a simple contract between
you and Saint James School whereby you make an
irrevocable transfer of cash or property to the School.
In return for the contributed property, Saint James
agrees to pay a fixed amount of money each year for the
lifetime of one or two individuals.
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Architect's drawing of the new (current) Claggett Hall from 1926.

SAVE

the Date

JOIN US TO CELEBRATE 175 YEARS
Alumni Weekend
175th Anniversary Celebration
April 27-29, 2018
Invitations will be sent.
All members of the Saint James community are welcome to attend.

www.stjames.edu/175th
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